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Abstract: We study the behavior of very thin liquid films wetting homogeneous planar and spherical substrates.
In order to describe a simple fluid at very small scales, we employ a classical density functional theory (DFT).
Here, we model a fluid with a local density approximation (LDA) for its hard-sphere contribution and assume that
the intermolecular attractive forces are long-range. In particular, we first introduce the basic concept of DFT,
and then present computations for fluid films on planar and spherically symmetric walls. We present equilibrium
density profiles and adsorption isotherms. We also compare our results to predictions from a sharp-interface
approximation (SIA) and suggest a piecewise function approximation (PFA), which assumes that the density
profile at the wall-liquid and the liquid-vapor interfaces varies smoothly.
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Chapter 1
Nomenclature
α interaction energy per unit density in a uniform fluid (Eq. (3.86))
β 1/(kBT ) where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature
δ width of the wall-liquid interface
δ¯ Tolman length
δij Kroenecker-Delta
δ (x) Dirac delta function
ε depth of the Lennard Jones potential of the fluid-fluid interaction
εw depth of the Lennard Jones potential of the wall-fluid interaction
γ surface tension (Eq. (3.99))
γlg,∞ surface tension of a planar liquid-gas interface
γlg,R surface tension of a liquid-gas interface of a droplet with radius R
κ width of the liquid-gas interface
` thickness of a film on a solid substrate
`∗ maximal thickness of a film on a spherical substrate
µ chemical potential of a system (Eq. (3.8))
µsat(T ) chemical potential at which bulk liquid and bulk gas phase are equally stable
µHS (n) hard-sphere chemical potential, defined in dimensionless form in Eq. (3.83)
∆µ deviation of the chemical potential from its saturation value µ − µsat
φ(r) Lennard-Jones-Potential for the fluid-fluid interaction (Eq.(3.46))
φattr(r) attractive interaction potential between two particles at distance r (Eq. (3.81))
φattr,W (r) attractive interaction potential by Weeks (Eq. (3.49))
φw(r) Lennard-Jones potential for the wall-fluid interaction (Eq.(4.1))
ξI,V typical deviations from the Gibbs dividing surface (Eq. (5.30)
% probability density distribution
%0 equilibrium probability density distribution
σ soft-core parameter of the LJ-potential of the fluid-fluid interaction (Eq.(3.46))
σw soft-core parameter of the LJ-potential of the wall-fluid interaction
Table 1.1: Lower-Case Greek
Ω0 grand canonical potential (Eq.(3.9))
ΩB binding potential
Ωex excess grand potential (Eq.(3.108))
ΩSIA sharp-interface approximation of the grand potential
ΩPFA piecewise function approximation of the grand potential
ΦPla(z) attractive interaction potential between a point in the fluid and a plane atdistance z
Φsph(r, r′) attractive interaction potential between a point in the fluid at distance r fromthe origin and the surface of a sphere with radius r′
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Table 1.2: Upper-Case Greek
d hard-sphere diameter
h Planck’s constant
h(r) pair correlation function (Eq. (3.59))
kB Boltzmann constant 1.3806504»10−23J/K
fHS(n) local hard sphere free energy
g vector function for the discretized minimization problem (Eq. (4.4))
g (r) pair distribution function
gHS (r) pair distribution function of a hard-sphere fluid (Eq. (8.12))
n (r) particle density (Eq.(3.13))
nl density of the liquid bulk phase
ng density of the gas bulk phase
∆n difference of the liquid bulk and gas bulk densities nl − ng
n(2) (r2, r2) two-particle distribution
n
(2)
HS (r1, r2) two-particle distribution of a hard-sphere fluid (Eq.(8.7))
p pressure of a system
p momentum vector
r position vector
dr infinitesimal volume element
y packing fraction = pi6nd3
Table 1.3: Lower-Case Roman
A area of an interface
C (r1, r2) direct correlation function (Eq. (3.60))
Ek (rN) kinetic energy of a system
F Helmholtz Free Energy (Eq. (3.4))
Fid ideal gas contribution to the Helmholtz free energy
HN (rN ,pN) Hamiltonian of a system (Eq.(3.6))
J Jacobi matrix of g (Eq.(4.6))
N number of particles of a system
R radius of the spherical wall
S entropy of a system
T temperature of a system
Tc critical temperature
Tcw
complete wetting temperature, separates complete wetting (T > Tcw) from
prewetting (T < Tcw)
Tw
wetting temperature, separates partial wetting (T < Tw) from prewetting (T >
Tw)
U (rN) particle interaction energy of a system (Eq. (3.45))
Uattr (rN) attractive particle interaction energy of a fluid (Eq. (8.3))
UHS (rN) particle interaction energy of a hard-sphere fluid
V volume of a system
Vf volume of the film close to a solid substrate
VB bulk volume
Vext (rN) external potential energy of a system (Eq.(3.7))
3V (r) external potential induced by a wall
VPla(z) external potential induced by a planar wall W = R2 ×R−
Vsph,R(r) external potential induced by a spherical wall W = {r ∈ R3 ∶ ∣r∣ < R}
Vcav,R(r) external potential induced by a cavity W = {r ∈ R3 ∶ ∣r∣ > R}
W volume occupied by the solid substrate: W ⊂ R3
ZC canonical partition function
ZG grand canonical partition function
Table 1.4: Upper-Case Roman

Chapter 2
Introduction
The behavior of fluids (liquids or gases) at small scales, in particular in the vicinity of solid substrates, is of
paramount significance in numerous technological applications and natural phenomena. It is also of relevance to
several fields, from engineering to chemistry and biology. As a consequence, it has received considerable attention,
both experimentally and theoretically, for several decades.
One of the most widely used methods for the study of the microscopic structure of fluids is density-functional
theory (DFT). It offers an increasingly popular compromise between computationally costly molecular dynamics
simulations and phenomenological approaches [Wu 2006]. The basic idea of classical DFT is to describe the
microscopic properties of a fluid in terms of its density distribution. The method can be derived consistently
from equilibrium statistical mechanics of fluids and is thus based on first principles. It has been used successfully
to study interfacial phenomena, including wetting transitions on substrates.
In the present study we examine the equilibrium of a liquid film on an attractive solid substrate, where
we focus our attention on simple monatomic liquids. There also have been recent developments in the DFT-
modeling of systems including chemical and hydrogen bonds and polymer systems [Wu 2006]. However, here we
focus our attention on the basic properties of the wetting behavior of a liquid film. For this, a nonlocal mean-field
DFT approach is adopted in which the grand potential as a thermodynamical potential is split into a repulsive
hard-sphere part and an attractive component.
We consider both planar and spherical substrates, thus restricting our attention to 1D configurations. 2D
problems of nanodrops and three-phase contact lines are adressed in [Berim 2008b, Berim 2008a, Pereira 2010].
However, we consider a typical system made of a planar/spherical wall in contact with a Lennard-Jones (LJ) gas
below the critical temperature. The wall exerts an attractive force on the fluid molecules so that a thin liquid film
can usually form between the wall and the gas. The density of the fluid in the presence of the wall is obtained
by solving numerically an integral equation resulting from the minimization of the grand potential.
A comprehensive review of wetting phenomena on substrates is given in Ref. [Dietrich 1988]. In an ear-
lier study, Napiórowski and Dietrich showed that the so-called sharp-interface approximation (SIA), in which
the liquid-gas interface is approximated by a step-function, simplifies the investigation of wetting phenom-
ena on solid substrates considerably, as with this approximation computations of the full density profile are
avoided [Napiórkowski 1986]. This approximation was then often used to investigate wetting transitions on both
planar [Dietrich 1988] and curved substrates [Bykov 2002, Bieker 1998] as well as for the computation of contact
angles [Bauer 1999].
However, the sharp interface approximation fails to give the correct liquid-gas surface tension. This leads to
systematic errors in the prediction of the wetting behavior on curved substrates. Hence, we introduce a piecewise
function approximation (PFA), for which the density is assumed to be everywhere constant except in the wall-
liquid and the liquid-gas interface where it varies. In this work, the PFA as well as the SIA are introduced for
general geometries, not being restricted to the planar or the spherical case.
Beyond analytical approaches, rapid progress in computational power over the last few years has allowed us
to solve the DFT equations for the full density profile in different wetting problems. Here, we give particular
emphasis on the bifurcation diagrams for the excess density as a function of chemical potential at a given
temperature (adsorption isotherms). Such diagrams are obtained from a pseudo arc-length continuation scheme.
They are typically multi-valued S-type curves often with a value of the chemical potential above which no solutions
exist and with three branches of solutions from which the middle one is always unstable.
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We first focus on a thin film in contact with a planar wall, which is essential to understanding the substantially
more involved spherical case. The isotherms approach infinity as the deviation of the chemical potential ∆µ from
saturation tends to zero from negative values. We also examine in detail the prewetting transition, a first-order
phase transition occurring at a specific value of the chemical potential where two equally stable films, a thin one
and a thick one, coexist.
We subsequently examine the case of a liquid film on a sphere. Analytically, applying the PFA allows for a
simple way of examining the effects of the liquid-gas surface tension in the wetting behavior of curved substrates.
In a somewhat related approach followed by Dietrich and Napiórowski for the planar case [Napiórkowski 1986],
the effects of the smooth liquid-gas interface are directly accounted for by the coefficients of an asymptotic
expansion of the grand potential in inverse powers of the film thickness. Here, we introduce instead a number
of auxiliary parameters, such as typical deviations ξI,V from the Gibbs dividing surface, which lead to an exact
expression for the grand potential as a function of the film thickness and the radius of the substrate. This allows
separate asymptotic expansions in both the radius of the wall and the film thickness.
These analytical results are compared with the numerical results obtained from the continuation procedure.
For small film thickness, the bifurcation diagrams are similar to the planar case, while shifted towards values
of higher chemical potential. We give analytical and numerical evidence that in the limit of zero curvature,
this shift is directly related with the Laplace pressure. As a consequence, the bifurcation diagrams cross the
∆µ = 0 line such that, additionally to the prewetting transition at ∆µ < 0, a second first-order phase transition
occurs. Hence, the film thickness does not go to infinity as saturation is approached but instead is limited
to a maximal film thickness which exhibits a leading order R1/3-dependence as a function of the radius of the
substrate [Bieker 1998]. For ∆µ > 0, the isotherms exhibit a second unstable branch compared to the planar case
one. This branch approaches the saturation line as (∆µ)−1. These numerical results are found to be in excellent
agreement with the analytical predictions obtained by the PFA.
The thesis is organized as follows: In chapter 3 we give a brief introduction to statistical thermodynamics,
before presenting the basic mathematical theorems of classical DFT. In the following, we introduce several
methods to model the free energy of the system in Sec. 3.3. One of the models, the perturbation approach,
makes use of a hard-sphere fluid as a reference system, which we discuss in Sec. 3.4. In Sec. 3.5, we introduce the
non-dimensionalization of the model used in this work. Phase diagrams for the homogeneous case are presented
in Sec. 3.6, while non-homogeneous effects of the grand potential are linked with the surface energy and surface
tension in Sec. 3.7.
In chapter 4 we treat the computation of single density profiles. In this context, we give details about
numerical methods to solve the minimization problem (Sec. 4.1). In Sec. 4.2, we present analytical expressions
for the case of a planar wall. We also give results for a pure liquid-gas interface and compare them with the
SIA. Furthermore, the behavior of the density profile close to the wall is studied. In Sec. 4.3, we give analytical
expressions for a spherical wall and compare density profiles with the planar case.
In chapter 5 wetting on solid substrates is studied. For this, we introduce in Sec. 5.1 formalisms for the
SIA and the PFA which are not restricted to special geometries. In Sec. 5.2, the pseudo-arc length continuation
method is introduced. It is applied in Sec. 5.3 to the case of a planar wall, where we compare the numerical
results with analytical results from the SIA. In Sec. 5.4, wetting on a sphere is studied, where it is compared
with the planar case and with the analytical prediction from the PFA.
Chapter 3
Statistical Thermodynamics and
Density Functional Theory
3.1 Fundamentals of Statistical Thermodynamics
Statistical Mechanics deals with the description of systems with a large number of particles. Here, we want to
describe a fluid with N molecules, where N is a very large number. However, we are not interested in the precise
motion of each molecule, but instead want obtain relations between thermodynamic quantities such as pressure,
temperature or density. Statistical Thermodynamics closes this gap between the microscopic behavior of a fluid
and the macroscopic quantities. Gibbs described the link between both levels of description as follows[Gibbs 1902]:
The laws of thermodynamics, as empirically determined, express the approximate and probable behav-
ior of systems of a great number of particles, or, more precisely, they express the laws of mechanics
for such systems as they appear to beings who have not the fineness of perception to enable them
to appreciate quantities of the order of magnitude of those which relate to single particles, and who
cannot repeat their experiments often enough to obtain any but the most probable results.
It is our aim to describe the probability distribution of each microstate - characterized by one specific micro-
scopic configuration of particles - as a function of macroscopic quantities. In other words: We want to know the
probability of finding a macroscopic system with average energy ⟨E⟩ in a certain microstate at a certain point in
time.
In the sequel, we consider a canoncial ensemble, i.e. a collection of systems which is characterized by its
number of particles N , its volume V and its temperature T [Hansen 1986, p.20]. It is in contact with a heat
reservoir of temperature T , with which it can exchange energy. However, it is closed, i.e. there is no exchange of
particles between the system and the reservoir.
J.W. Gibbs first introduced the idea of dealing with the specific microstates as identical copies of the same
macroscopic state of a system [Schrödinger 1948]. Each copy has the given temperature, volume and number of
particles and is in thermal equilibrium with a heat bath. This means that each copy is exchanging energy with
its environment. Now, assume that the number of copies M is large, i.e. M →∞. Furthermore, we assume that
the set of available microstates is discrete and that each microstate is equally probable. This is the fundamental
postulate of statistical mechanics [Stowe 2007]:
An isolated system in equilibrium is equally likely to be in any of its accessible states, each of which
is defined by a particular configuration of the system’s elements.
We say that the system is in equilibrium, if it attains its most probable distribution of microstates over the
available energy levels. For a comprehensive proof of the method of the most probable distribution in the case
of discrete energy levels Ei, see also Schrödinger [Schrödinger 1948]. The probability pi of being in a microstate
at energy level Ei is then equal to
pi = 1
Z
e−βEi , (3.1)
where Z ∶=∑
i
e−βEi .
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Z is the partition function and β = 1/(kBT ) with Boltzmann constant kB . The partition function will be used
as a generator for all kinds of macroscopic properties. As an example, the average energy is given by
⟨E⟩ =∑
i
Eipi = 1
Z
∑
i
Eie
−βEi = − 1
Z
∑
i
d
dβ
e−βEi = − 1
Z
d
dβ
Z =
= − d
dβ
lnZ. (3.2)
The partition function is also directly connected to the entropy S of the system. The statistical mechanical
definition of entropy was formulated by Boltzmann for a microcanonical ensemble. A microcanonical ensemble
is a closed isolated system, i.e. there is no exchange of energy or particles with its environment. In Boltzmann’s
formulation, the entropy is proportional to the logarithm of the number of possible microstates which a system can
occupy. Hence, the entropy is a measure for the uncertainty inherent to a system: The less entropy a system has,
the less microstates are available and consequently the more probable it is to find the system in one of the given
microstates. Furthermore, we expect the entropy to be an extrinsic property, i.e. the entropy of two identical
systems is the sum of the entropy of the two separate systems. However, the number of possible microstates of
the two systems is squared compared to the entropy of the single systems. This property is accounted for by
employing the logarithm. In the case of a canonical ensemble, this relation can be written as
⟨S⟩ = −kB∑
i
pi ln pi
Inserting (3.1) in the equation above leads to an expression of the entropy in terms of the partition function Z
and the average energy ⟨E⟩:
⟨S⟩ = −kB
Z
∑ e−βEi (−βEi − lnZ)= kB (lnZ + β ⟨E⟩) (3.3)
This relation leads to the introduction of the statistical mechanical definition of the Helmholtz free energy F :
F ∶= − β−1 lnZ, (3.4)
which is in the literature often also denoted by A. It corresponds to the thermodynamic definition in an average
sense:
F = ⟨E⟩ − T ⟨S⟩ .
The equivalence of the thermodynamic and statistical mechanical definition can be shown easily by inserting
(3.2) and (3.3) in the equation above.
The Classical Limit Here, we assume that the difference between two energy levels is infinitely small (∆E →
0). Hence, the set of microstates is continuous and each microstate is uniquely defined by the positions {ri ∶
i = 1 . . .N} of its particles and their momentum {pi ∶ i = 1 . . .N}. The equilibrium probability function can be
written as
%C (rN ,pN) = 1
h3NN !
1
ZC
e−βHN(rN ,pN),
where ZC is the canonical partition function in the classical limit:
ZC = 1
h3NN !
x
e−βH(rN ,pN)drNdpN . (3.5)
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rN and pN are the arrays of position and momentum vectors for all particles, {r1, . . . , rN} and {p1, . . . ,pN},
respectively. It is assumed that the system consists of N interchangeable particles. The division by N ! takes
the number of permutations of the identical particles into account and assures a correct counting of the states.
Plack’s constant h ensures that both the probability density function as well as the canonical partition function
ZC are dimensionless. H is the Hamiltonian function. It is the energy of the system as a function of the position
and momentum of the particles. It is defined as
HN (rN ,pN) = Ek (pN) +U (rN) + Vext (rN) , (3.6)
where Ek is the kinetic energy of the system, U is the interaction energy and Vext is the potential energy. Here,
we say that the kinetic energy of the system is the sum of the kinetic energy of each particle, whereas the external
energy does only depend on the position of the particles:
Ek (pN)∶= N∑
i=1
∣pi∣2
2m
Vext (rN)∶= N∑
i=1V (ri) . (3.7)
m is the mass of each particle, and Vext (r) is an arbitrary external potential. For a more detailed introduction
to the topic, see also Hansen and McDonald [Hansen 1986], or Stowe [Stowe 2007].
Figure 3.1: Geometric interpretation of a Legendre transformation from the Helmholtz free energy F as a function
of the particle number N to the grand potential function Ω as a function of the chemical potential µ. At the
intersection N = N0, one gets µ = dFdN . Ω(µ) is defined by the intersection of the tangent with the vertical axis.
The Grand Canonical Ensemble - Legendre Transform In the present work, we consider an open system
which is in thermal equilibrium with a heat reservoir and for which the number of particles is not known. Instead,
the chemical potential µ is known, defined as the derivative of the free energy of the system with respect to its
number of particles:
µ∶=( ∂F
∂N
)
T,V
. (3.8)
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This change of variables can be interpreted as follows: In the canonical ensemble, the potential of the system is
given by the Helmholtz free energy F (N,T,V ). We now release N and say that the derivative ∂F
∂N
has to be
equal to µ. A variable transformation from a control variable x to the derivative of the function with respect to
this variable f ′, is usually performed by means of the Legendre transformation {f, x}→ {f∗, p} defined by:
f∗(p)∶=max
x
(px − f(x))
For a pedagogical introduction to the applications of the Legendre transform in physics, see also Zia, Redish and
McKay [Zia 2009]. A geometric interpretation of the Legendre transform is given in Fig.3.1. Here, we introduce
the grand potential Ω by the negative Legendre transform of the Helmholtz free energy:
Ω0 (µ,T, V )∶=min
N
(F (N,T,V ) − µN) (3.9)
In the sequel, the values of F (N,T,V )−µN and N at the minimum will be called equilibrium values. They will be
denoted by a subscript ”0”. Whenever Ω without subscript ”0” is used, it will denote the value of F (N,T,V )−µN
at an arbitrary number of particles N .
The thermodynamic interpretation of the grand potential in the homogeneous case can be derived from the
Gibbs-Duhem equation1 [Stowe 2007] such that
Ω0 = −pV, (3.10)
where p is the pressure of the system.
Statistical Mechanical Definitions for an Open System For a grand canonical system where the number
of particles is not known, the equilibrium probability function can be written as
%0 (rN ,pN ,N) = 1
ZG
e−β(H(rN ,pN)−µN), (3.11)
where H is the Hamiltonian as defined in (3.6) and ZG is the grand canonical partition function:
ZG = ∞∑
N=0
1
h3NN ! ∫ ∫ e−β(H(rN ,pN)−µN)drNdpN .
In the literature, one often finds the symbol Ξ for the grand partition function. By means of simplicity, we define
the average over the probability distribution %0 by⟨⋅⟩ ∶=Tr (%0⋅) , (3.12)
where Tr is the trace. It is defined by
Tr (⋅) ∶= ∞∑
N=0
1
h3NN !
x ⋅dridpi.
Again, the partition function can be used as a generator for all kind of macroscopic quantities. For an open
system , the average entropy is defined as
⟨S⟩ = −kB ⟨%0⟩= kB (lnZG + β (⟨H⟩ − µN)) .
The equation above leads directly to an expression of the grand potential Ω as a function of the partition function.
This relation corresponds to the thermodynamic definition in an average sense:
Ω0 = −β−1 lnZG = ⟨HN ⟩ − µ ⟨N⟩ − T ⟨S⟩ .
1For one-component systems, the Gibbs-Duhem equation is E = TS − pV + µN
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3.2 Basic Theorems of Density Functional Theory
The statistical mechanical formalism establishes a way of computing a probability density function over the
microstates of a system. One microstate is defined by the number of particles N , their position rN and momentum
pN . However, computing the full probability density function leads to unnecessary high computational costs.
In fact, we are only interested in obtaining the particle density as a function of space. In other words, we want
to know the probability of finding a particle at a given position r of the volume. Mathematically, this can be
written as
n0(r)∶=⟨ N∑
i=1 δ (r − ri)⟩. (3.13)
DFT reformulates the Helmholtz free energy in terms of the particle density n (r), thus avoiding the computation
of the full probability density function.
In order to do so, we have to show that the equilibrium probability density distribution %0 (rN ,pN ,N) is
uniquely defined by the equilibrium particle density n0 (r). First, we introduce the functional
Ω[%]∶=Tr (% (HN − µN + β−1 ln %)) (∀%)Tr (%) = 1. (3.14)
In the equilibrium case Ω[% = %0] corresponds to the grand potential Ω0. We now show that the definition of the
functional given above is consistent, i.e. we show that the equilibrium probability density %0 minimizes Ω[%].
Theorem 3.2.1. Minimumprinciple
∀% ≠ %0 Ω[%0] < Ω[%] (3.15)
Proof. With the definition of the equilibrium probability density %0 (see Eq.(3.11)), it can be shown that
β−1Tr (% ln %0) = Ω0 −Tr (ρ (HN − µN)) (3.16)
Hence, Ω[%] can also be written as
Ω[%] = Ω[%0] + β−1 (Tr (% ln %) −Tr (% ln %0)) . (3.17)
Now, it is our aim to show that the second term is strictly positive. Using Tr (%) = Tr (%0) = 1, it can be rewritten
as follows:
Tr (% ln %) −Tr (% ln %0) = Tr(%0 ( %
%0
ln %
%0
− %
%0
+ 1)) (3.18)
If we can show that the inner part of the right hand side is strictly positive for any positive nonunity value of
%
%0
, then we are done. For this purpose, the problem is reformulated. We want to show, that for every x > 0 and
x ≠ 1, f(x)∶=x lnx − x + 1 > 0. This can be easily shown by taking the derivative of f . Indeed, the minimum of
f(x) is at x = 1, where f(1) = 0.
The Minimumprinciple leads to the conclusion that the probability density %0 (rN ,pN ,N) is uniquely deter-
mined by the particle density n (r). The way to proof this is through the external potential.
Theorem 3.2.2. The mapping which assigns an equilibrium particle density to a given external potential is
injective. This means that for a given particle density, there is not more than one external potential.
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the mappings between equilibrium probability density %0 (rN ,pN ,N), particle density n (r)
and external potential V (r′). By definition, the probability density is uniquely defined by the external potential
V (r). We want to show that for each particle density n (r), there is not more than one equilibrium probability
density %0 (rN ,pN ,N). This is done by showing that the mapping from the set of external potentials V (r) to
the set of particle densities n (r) is injective.
Proof. Assume that for one particle density n (r), there are two different external potentials V1 (r) , V2 (r). Differ-
ent external potentials map to different equilibrium probability distributions %0,1, %0,2 (see also definition (3.11)).
We say that Ω1,2 is equal to Ω[%] as defined in Eq.(3.14) with respect to the external energies V1,ext (rN) and
V2,ext (rN), respectively. We obtain:
Ω01 = Ω1[%01](3.15)< Ω1[%02](3.14)= Ω2[%02] +Tr (%02 (V1,ext (rN) − V2,ext (rN))) . (3.19)
We have a closer look at the difference of the potential energies V1,ext (rN)−V2,ext (rN). As defined in Eq.(3.7),
the external potential energy Vext (rN) can be written as a sum of the potentials over all the particles i = 1 . . .N :
V1,ext (rN) − V2,ext (rN) = N∑
i=1V1 (ri) − V2 (ri)
= N∑
i=1∫ δ (r − ri) (V1 (r) − V2 (r))dr. (3.20)
In this context, the expression using the δ-function is particularly important, as it allows the use of the particle
density function n (r) in the sequel.
Tr (%02 (V1,ext (rN) − V2,ext (rN)))(3.20)= Tr(%02 N∑
i=1∫ δ (r − ri) (V1 (r) − V2 (r)))dr
= ∫ Tr(%02 N∑
i=1 δ (r − ri)) (V1 (r) − V2 (r))dr(3.13)= ∫ n2 (r) (V1 (r) − V2 (r))dr, (3.21)
where n2 (r) is the particle density with respect to %02 as defined in Eq.(3.13). Here, we used the linearity of the
trace. Before taking the last step, we go back to (3.19). The last term can be replaced by (3.21). Furthermore,
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by symmetry arguments the same has to hold for Ω02. Then, we get:
Ω01 < Ω02 + ∫ n2 (r) (V1 (r) − V2 (r))dr (3.22)
Ω02 < Ω01 − ∫ n1 (r) (V1 (r) − V2 (r))dr (3.23)
Obviously, this leads to a contradiction, if n1 (r) = n2 (r).
Consequently, for an existing equilibrium particle density function n0 (r), there is not more than one external
potential %0 (rN ,pN ,N). Furthermore, for every external potential there is not more than one equilibrium
probability density. So, starting with one equilibrium density profile n0 (r), there is not more than one probability
density %0 (rN ,pN ,N) that corresponds to this profile.
Consequently, %0 is uniquely defined by n0 (r). We conclude that Ω can be written as a functional of the
particle density n (r). Obviously, the minimum principle (3.15) for Ω as a functional of the probability density
function translates to Ω as a functional of the particle density n (r):
Ω[n0] < Ω[n] (∀n)n ≠ n0. (3.24)
Rewriting (3.14) in terms of the particle density n (r) leads to the expression
Ω[n] = F [n] + ∫ n (r) (V (r) − µ)dr, (3.25)
where F [n] is the free energy of the system as a function of the particle density n (r). The exact expression for
F [n] is not known. Finding an expression for this functional is part of the fluid modelling.
3.2.1 Applying the Variational Principle
We now want to find the particle density n (r) which minimizes the functional Ω[n]. This is done using functional
derivatives. For a comprehensive review into the topic, see also Parr and Yang [Parr 1989] or Courant and
Hilbert [Courant 1966].
The functional derivative δΩ
δn(r) of the functional Ω[n] at the point r is defined as
lim
ε→0 Ω[n + εη] −Ω[n]ε = ddεΩ[n + εη]∣ε=0 = ∫ δΩδn (r)η (r)dr, (3.26)
where η (r) is an arbitrary twice continuously differentiable function which vanishes at the boundaries of the
domain. Furthermore, we suppose that δΩ
δn(r) is continuous and that n (r) minimizes the functional Ω[n]. Then,
the expression above has to vanish. By the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations [Courant 1966], it
follows that
δΩ
δn (r) = 0. (3.27)
(3.27) is also known as the Euler-Lagrange Equation. It is a necessary condition for an extremum of Ω. There
are several ways of computing the functional derivative δΩ
δn(r) .
Application for Gradient Expansions of the free energy First assume that Ω[n] can be written in
integral form as
Ω[n] = ∫ g(n (r) ,∇n (r) , r)dr, (3.28)
where g is a scalar function of the particle density, its gradient and the position r. g is supposed to be twice
continuously differentiable in all of its arguments. Assume that n0 (r) is the desired function which minimizes
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Ω[n]. We now introduce a variation εη (r), for a twice continuously differentiable scalar function η (r), which
vanishes at the boundaries of the volume. With a calculation similar to (3.26), we get as a necessary condition:
d
dε
Ω[n + εη]∣
ε=0 = ∫ η (r) gn(n (r) , n′ (r) , r) +∇η (r) ⋅ g∇n(n (r) ,∇n (r) , r)dr !=0, (3.29)
where g∇n is the gradient of g with respect to ∇n. Remark that for the second term, the divergence theorem can
be applied. One obtains
∫
V
η (r) (gn(..) − divg∇n(..))dr + ∫
∂V
η (r) g∇n(..) ⋅ dS !=0, (3.30)
where V is the volume of the system and ∂V is its boundary. S is used in shorthand for the product of the
normal vector of the boundary times an infinitesimal element of the surface. Due to the boundary conditions
imposed on η (r), the surface term vanishes. As a result, the expression
∫
V
η (r) (gn(..) − divg∇n(..))dr (3.31)
has to vanish for all functions η (r). Comparing this to (3.26) and (3.27), we get that a necessary condition for
an extremum is given by the fundamental differential equation of Euler [Courant 1966]:
divgn′ − gn = 0. (3.32)
Application for integral formulation of the free energy If Ω includes multiple integrals of the form
Ω[n] =x n (r)n (r′)h (r, r′)drdr′, (3.33)
then we rather make use of another approach. Remark that if in (3.26), we replace η (r) by the Delta-function
δr (r′) ∶=δ (∣r − r′∣), this gives a defining equation for δΩδn(r) (see also Plischke and Bergersen [Plischke 2005]):
δΩ[n]
δn (r) = ddεΩ (n + εδr)∣ε=0 (3.34)
Applying this to (3.33) gives:
δΩ[n]
δn (r) = ∫ n (r′) (h (r, r′) + h (r′, r))dr′. (3.35)
Minimal Condition for the Equilibrium Particle Density Applying the above calculations on (3.25)
yields the variational equation
δF [n]
δn (r) + V (r) − µ = 0 (∀r) , (3.36)
where δF [n]
δn(r) is the functional derivative of F [n] at r.
3.3 Models for the Free Energy
One drawback of DFT is, that the exact expression for the Helmholtz free energy is lost when changing from the
probability density function space to the particle density function space. Instead, an appropriate model for the
free energy as a functional of the particle density n (r) has to be found.
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3.3.1 Local Theory: The Square-Gradient Approximation
In the sequel, we will follow the arguments presented by Cahn and Hilliard [Cahn 1958] in 1958. The basic
assumption of this approach is that the free energy of a system does only depend on the local density and on
the density of the immediate environment. The impact of the latter will be accounted for by the local density
derivatives. The density and the local derivatives will be treated as independent variables of the local free energy:
F [n (r)] = ∫ f (n (r) , ∂n
∂xi
,
∂2n
∂xi∂xj
, . . .)dr (3.37)
Now, the local free energy f is expanded in a taylor series around a system of uniform density n, denoted by the
subscript ”0”.
f (n, ∂n
∂xi
,
∂2n
∂xi∂xj
, . . .) = f0(n) +∑
i
Li
∂n
∂xi
+∑
ij
κ
(1)
ij
∂2n
∂xi∂xj
+ 1
2 ∑ij κ(2)ij ∂n∂xi ∂n∂xj + . . . (3.38)
where the coefficients are obtained by
Li∶= ∂f
∂ ( ∂n
∂xi
)
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR0 , κ
(1)
ij ∶= ∂f
∂ ( ∂2n
∂xi∂xj
)
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR0 and κ
(2)
ij ∶= ∂2f
∂ ( ∂n
∂xi
)∂ ( ∂n
∂xj
)
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR0 . (3.39)
It is assumed that the system under consideration is isotropic. Hence, it must be invariant under rotation
(xi → xj) and reflection (xi → −xi). The expression for f can thus be simplified to
f (n, ∂n
∂xi
,
∂2n
∂xi∂xj
, . . .) = f0(n) + κ1∇2n + κ2(∇n)2 + . . . , (3.40)
where κ1∶= ∂f∂(∇2n) ∣0 and κ2∶= ∂2f∂(∇n)2 . With the help of the divergence theorem, the volume integral over the
second term can be transformed into one surface term and one term containing (∇n)2:
∫
V
κ1∇2ndV = −∫
V
dκ1
dn
(∇n)2dV + ∫
S
κ1∇n ⋅NdS. (3.41)
The volume is chosen such that the density gradient is orthogonal to the normal vector of the surface. Neglecting
terms of higher order gives us the square-gradient approximation:
f (n,∇n) = f0(n) + κ(n) (∇n)2 (3.42)
Applying the variational principle (3.36) we get the fundamental differential equation of Euler:
f ′0(n (r)) − κ′(n)∣∇n∣2 − 2κ(n)∇2n − µ + Vext (r) !=0. (3.43)
This is a partial differential equation for the particle density distribution. For further details, see also
Evans [Evans 1979, p.157].
3.3.2 Approximation for Van-der-Waals-type Approaches
Based on Van der Waals approach to introduce attractive cohesion forces, we split the free energy of the system
into repulsive2 and attractive contributions. The repulsive reference fluid will be represented by a hard-sphere
system. We will present models to approximate such a system in the next section. The attractive contribution to
2Zwanzig [Zwanzig 1954] argued that at high temperatures, the behaviour of a gas is widely characterized by the repulsive part.
The same holds for dense fluids.
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the free energy will be treated in a perurbation approach, which we will present in the following. In particular,
we will first split the particle interaction energy U into two contributions:
U (rN) = UHS (rN) +Uattr (rN) , (3.44)
where UHS is the particle interaction energy of a hard-sphere fluid and Uattr is the attractive particle interaction
energy. Furthermore, we will assume that the particle interaction energy U (rN) can be written as a sum of pair
potentials
U (rN) = 1
2 ∑i≠j φ (∣ri − rj ∣) , (3.45)
where φ(r) is the 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential defined by:
φ (r) = 4ε((σ
r
)12 − (σ
r
)6) . (3.46)
ε is the depth of the Lennard-Jones-Potential and σ defines the distance at which the LJ-potential vanishes.
Analogously to the split of the particle interaction energy U , we approximate φ by the sum of a repulsive
hard-sphere component and one attractive component:
φ(r) ≈ φHS(r) + φattr(r) (3.47)
A model proposed by Barker and Henderson [Barker 1967a] sets the attractive particle interaction potential to
the negative part of the LJ-Potential:
φattr(r) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0 if r ≤ σ
4ε ((σ
r
)12 − (σ
r
)6) if r > σ (3.48)
Another approach has been made by Weeks, Chandler and Andersen [Weeks 1971] who split the LJ-potential
into repulsive and attractive parts rather than a sum of positive and negative parts:
φattr,W (r) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
−ε if r ≤ 21/6σ
4ε ((σ
r
)12 − (σ
r
)6) if r > 21/6σ (3.49)
The λ-Expansion This expansion is based on an expansion of the rate of change of the free energy with
respect to the attractiveness of the fluid. For a detailed review, see also Plischke and Bergersen [Plischke 2005]
or Hansen and McDonald [Hansen 1986], whose arguments we sketch in the sequel. An alternative expansion of
the free energy around a reference fluid, based on the work from Barker and Henderson in 1967 [Barker 1967b],
is presented in Sec. 8.1 in the Appendix.
As in the previous section, we say that the particle interaction energy U of the system can be split into one
reference part UHS and one perturbative part Uattr. In order to gradually increase the attractive interaction, we
introduce a parameter λ ∈ [0,1] such that:
U(λ)∶=UHS + λ ⋅Uattr, (3.50)
is the interaction energy of the fluid characterized by λ. The free energy as well as the canonical partition function
ZC of this somewhat imaginary fluid depend on the parameter λ.
It is our aim to calculate the derivative of F with respect to λ. For this, we make use of the statistical
mechanical definition of the Helmholtz free energy (8.1) which yields
dF
dλ
= − 1
βZC
dZC(λ)
dλ
, (3.51)
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Figure 3.3: Lennard-Jones-Potential φ as a function of the particle distance r. σ is the distance at which the
LJ-potential vanishes whereas ε is the depth of the potential.
where the canonical partition function ZC as a function of λ is given by
ZC (λ) ∶= 1
h3NN !
x
e−βHN (λ)dpNdrN . (3.52)
Here, H(λ) = Ek +U(λ) similar to (3.6).
dF
dλ
= 1
ZC(λ) 1h3NN !x Uattre−βHN (λ)dpNdrN (3.53)=∶ ⟨Uattr⟩λ , (3.54)
where we have taken the average with respect to a fluid with interaction energy U(λ). Now, we expand ∂F
∂λ
around the reference fluid (λ = 0):
dF
dλ
= ⟨Uattr⟩HS + λ ∂ ⟨Uattr⟩λ∂λ ∣
λ=0 +O (λ2) . (3.55)
It can be shown that the second term can be written as
∂ ⟨Uattr⟩λ
∂λ
∣
λ=0 = −β (⟨U2attr⟩HS − ⟨Uattr⟩2HS) . (3.56)
We integrate this rate of change of the Helmholtz free energy from λ = 0 to 1. As a result, we expect to obtain
the difference between the Helmholtz free energy of the fully perturbed fluid and the Helmholtz free energy of
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the reference hard-sphere fluid:
F − FHS = ∫ 1
0
⟨Uattr⟩λ dλ
= ⟨Uattr⟩HS − β2 (⟨U2attr⟩HS − ⟨Uattr⟩2HS) +O(β2), (3.57)
The first term of this expansion can be written in terms of the intermolecular energy of pairs of molecules:
F − FHS = ⟨Uattr⟩HS +O(β)
= 1
2
⟨∑
i≠j φattr (∣ri − rj ∣)⟩ +O(β)
= 1
2
x
φattr (∣r − r′∣) ⟨∑
i≠j δ (ri − r) δ (rj − r′)⟩dr′dr +O(β)= 1
2
x
n
(2)
HS (r, r′)φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr +O(β), (3.58)
where n(2)HS is the two particle distribution of the hard-sphere fluid. In contrast to the expansion introduced in the
previous section, Zwanzig showed that the second-order term in (3.57 ) includes up to fourth-order correlation
functions [Zwanzig 1954], [Hansen 1986]. In the sequel, we will just consider the expansion up to the first order.
3.4 Models for the Hard Sphere Fluid
The perturbative models for the Helmholtz free energy of the fluid are all based on an expansion around a
reference hard-sphere fluid. It is thus of essential interest to find simple ways of formulating the two-particle
distribution for the hard-sphere fluid as functions of the particle density.
The Hard-Sphere Pair Distribution Function One approach to describe the behavior of a hard-sphere
fluid is to find approximate expressions for the distribution function gHS(r), defined in (8.12) for a homogeneous
fluid. We define the pair correlation function as
h(r)∶=g(r) − 1. (3.59)
In an ideal gas, the particles are completely uncorrelated, hence we get h(r) = 0. At large distances, one can
assume that the particles are uncorrelated, which leads to h(r) → 0 as r → ∞. In order to find approximate
quantities for g(r), we introduce the direct correlation function C (r1, r2), defined by the Ornstein-Zernicke-
Equation
h(r1, r2) = C (r1, r2) + n∫ h(r1, r3)C(r3, r2)dr3. (3.60)
By definition, the direct correlation function thus excludes effects of three or more particles, which are absorbed
in the second term of (3.60). In order to find an expression for h(r), a closure is needed. The most famous
closure is the Percus-Yevick approximation [Plischke 2005]
C(r) = (1 − eβφ(r)) g(r). (3.61)
It was solved analytically by Wertheim [Wertheim 1963] for one-component systems (see also Fig. 3.4) and
by Lebowitz [Lebowitz 1964] for mixtures of hard spheres. As a result, one obtains the following equation of
state [Wertheim 1963]:
βp
n
= 1 + y + y2(1 − y)3 , (3.62)
where y = pi6nd3 is the packing fraction with the hard-sphere diameter d.
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Figure 3.4: Numerical values for the pair distribution function for a hard-sphere fluid of density n = 0.5 over
the distance r. The values are the numerical evaluation of the analytical solution of the Percus-Yevick equa-
tion by Wertheim [Wertheim 1963]. The numerical evaluation of the solution was done by Throop and Bear-
man [Throop 1965].
Carnahan Starling Approximation for the Helmholtz Free Energy - A Local Density Approximation
(LDA) Carnahan and Starling [Carnahan 1969] followed a different approach by approximating the coefficients
of a virial expansion by Ree and Hoover [Ree 1963] with an infinite series. They obtained a slightly modified
equation of state
βp
n
= 1 + y + y2 − y3(1 − y)3 . (3.63)
Making use of the Helmholtz free energy of an ideal gas, this leads to the following local approximation:
fHS (n) = β−1 (ln (Λ3n) − 1 + y (4 − 3y)(1 − y)2 ) , (3.64)
where β−1 (ln (Λ3n) − 1) is the ideal-gas contribution to the Helmholtz free energy:
fid (n) = β−1 (ln (Λ3n) − 1) , (3.65)
and Fid[n] = ∫ fid (n (r))n (r)dr. (3.66)
For more details on this derivation, see also Hansen and McDonald [Hansen 1986]. For the total Helmholtz free
energy of the fluid, this yields
FHS[n] = ∫ fHS (n (r))n (r)dr. (3.67)
Rosenfeld Fundamental Measure Theory The Carnahan-Starling approximation is a local approach, which
excludes the possibility of layering in the density profile near a hard wall [Tarazona 1984, p.849]. Rosen-
feld [Rosenfeld 1989] derives a non-local approximation which is not a-priori restricted to small nonuniformities.
In the homogeneous case, this theory regains the results of the Percus-Yevick-theory. In the inhomogeneous case,
considering short-range correlations allows the appearance of oscillatory density profiles.
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Rosenfelds measure theory is based on the assumption that the hard sphere free energy can be written as a
sum of functions of weighted densities nα.
FHS[n] = Fid[n] + ∫ Υ (nα)dr (3.68)
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n1 ⋅ n2
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terms for uniform mixture terms for non-uniform mixture
We note that the sign of the contribution of the vector-weighted densities is positive in Rosenfeld’s original
papers [Rosenfeld 1989, Rosenfeld 1990], but has been corrected in his subsequent publications [Rosenfeld 1994,
Rosenfeld 1998].
In (3.68), Fid[n] is the ideal gas contribution to the Helmholtz free energy. ni are weighted densities:
nα (r) ∶=∫ n (r′)wα (r − r′)dr′. (3.70)
The characteristic weight functions wα are defined as follows:
w3 (r)∶=Θ (d/2 − ∣r∣) , w2 (r) ∶=δ (d/2 − ∣r∣) (3.71)
w1 (r)∶=w2 (r)2pid , w0 (r) ∶=w2 (r)pid2 (3.72)
where d is the hard-sphere diameter and Θ is the unit step function Θ (x > 0) = 1, Θ (x < 0) = 0. The vector
valued weight functions are defined as
w1 (r) ∶=w2 (r)2pid , w2 (r) ∶= r∣r∣δ (d/2 − ∣r∣) . (3.73)
The Barker-Henderson-Diameter Barker and Henderson [Barker 1967a] defined a modified potential func-
tion depending on an inverse-steepness parameter and the depth of the potential. The modified potential is
defined such that if these parameters are zero, one regains the hard-sphere interaction potential. The Helmholtz
free energy of a fluid with the modified potential can then be expanded around zero. Barker and Henderson
showed that the first-order term of the inverse-steepness parameter of this expansion vanishes, if the hard-sphere
diameter d is chosen as the following temperature-dependent term
d = ∫ σ
0
(1 − e−βφ(r))dr, (3.74)
where σ is such that φ(σ) = 0.
The evaluation of this integral involves some extra numerical work, as φ(r) → ∞ as r → 0. Hence, we make
use of the approximation d = σ. Consider that using the hard-sphere potential φ(r < d)∶=∞ and φ(r > d)∶=0,
and setting d = σ satisfies the equation above. This approximation is valid for low temperatures [Tang 2002].
However, there are more sophisticated models such as the approximation by Cotterman, Schwarz and Praus-
nitz [Cotterman 1986]:
d = 1 + 0.2977 ⋅ T˜
1 + 0.33163 ⋅ T˜ + 1.047710 ⋅ 10−3 ⋅ T˜ 2σ, (3.75)
where T˜ = kBT /ε is the reduced temperature. Tang [Tang 2002] shows that this expression matches perfectly with
the Barker Henderson expression (3.74) for the hard-sphere diameter for temperatures T˜ < 15. For subcritical
temperatures, one gets a correction factor of 0.97 . . .1.0, as shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Approximation by Cotterman, Schwarz and Prausnitz [Cotterman 1986] for the ratio of hard-core
diameter d to soft-core diameter σ as in (3.75). For low temperatures below the critical temperature, the fraction
d/σ is between 0.97 and 1.
3.5 The Model used in the Present Work
In the present work, we employ a perturbation approach, based on Eq.(3.58). For the two-particle distribution
n
(2)
HS of the hard-sphere fluid, we neglect all particle-particle correlations by applying a simple Random Phase
Approximation:
n
(2)
HS (r, r′) = n (r)n (r′) . (3.76)
For the attractive interaction potential φattr(r), we employ the Barker-Henderson approach (3.48). Remark that
by doing so, the two particle distribution n(2)HS is artificially set to zero for particles with a distance of ∣r− r′∣ < σ.
This is because in (3.58), φattr(r) is multiplied with n(2)HS . At the same time, φattr(r) = 0 for r < σ. This
corresponds to the property of the Percus-Yevick solution as in Fig. 3.4.
The hard-sphere diameter d is set to σ for simplicity. Finally, we use the Carnahan-Starling approximation
from the class of Local Density approximations (LDA) for the hard-sphere Helmholtz free energy. This leads to
the following equation for Ω as a functional of the particle density:
Ω[n] = ∫ fHS(n)n (r)dr + 12x n (r)n (r′)φattr (∣r′ − r∣)dr′dr + ∫ n (r) (V (r) − µ)dr. (3.77)
The non-dimensionalization inherently given in this equation is:
n˜∶=nσ3 , r˜∶= r
σ
, T˜ ∶=kBT
ε
, µ˜∶=µ
ε
− kBT
ε
ln(6Λ3
pid3
) , y˜ = y, (3.78)
V˜ (r˜)∶=V (r)
ε
, φ˜attr(r˜)∶=φattr(r)
ε
, Ω˜[n˜]∶=Ω[n]
ε
, f˜HS(n˜)∶=fHS(n)
ε
− kBT
ε
ln(6Λ3
pid3
) . (3.79)
In contrast to the non-dimensionalization with the critical temperature, here we do not make use of any additional
parameters. In the sequel, we will omit the tilde and just use dimensionless variables. Consequently, we get for
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the fimensionless local hard-sphere free energy
fHS (n) = T (ln (y) − 1 + y (4 − 3y)(1 − y)2 ) , (3.80)
where y = pi6n. The attractive interaction potential (3.48) reduces to
φattr(r) = { 0 if r ≤ 14 ( 1
r12
− 1
r6
) if r > 1 . (3.81)
The variational equation (3.36), where F [n] equals the first two terms in (3.77), provides a necessary condition
for the minimum of the grand potential Ω:
δΩ[n]
δn (r) = µHS (n (r)) + ∫ n (r′)φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′ + V (r) − µ !=0 (∀r) , (3.82)
where the first term is the hard-sphere chemical potential
µHS (n) ∶=d (nfHS(n))dn = T ⎛⎝ln (y) + y (8 − 9y + 3y2)(1 − y)3 ⎞⎠ . (3.83)
3.6 The Uniform Liquid
In order to set proper boundary conditions, it is important to calculate the particle densities of uniform fluids.
The second term of (3.77) can be modified such that the integration is done over (n (r) − n (r′))φattr (∣r − r′∣):
Ω[n] = ∫ f¯(n (r))n (r)dr + 12x n (r) (n (r′) − n (r))φattr (∣r′ − r∣)dr′dr + ∫ n (r) (V (r) − µ)dr, (3.84)
where f¯ defined in (3.85). This formulation has the advantage of capturing all effects due to non-uniformity of
the liquid in the second term, which can be verified by seeing that the second term in Eq. (3.84) vanishes for a
uniform particle density n (r) = n. Consequently, we get a local density approach for uniform liquids in a volume
V by F [n] = V nf¯(n), with
f¯ (n)∶=fHS(n) + αn, (3.85)
where α∶=1
2 ∫ φattr (∣r∣)dr = 2pi∫ ∞0 φattr (r)dr = −169 pi. (3.86)
Here, we made use of the attractive potential as in (3.81). The uniform grand canonical potential per volume
element equals the pressure (see also Eq.(3.10)). Inserting (3.85) into (3.84) for a fluid with uniform density n
and without external potential yields
Ω (n)/V = −p(n) = nfHS (n) + αn2 − µn. (3.87)
Consider that here, the grand potential Ω is no longer a functional, but a function of the particle density n, which
is a scalar in the uniform case. The equilibrium particle densities of a uniform fluid are obtained by solving the
minimal condition −p′(n) = µHS (n) + 2αn − µ = 0. (3.88)
We search for liquid and gas densities such that both phases are in equilibrium. This means that we search for
two minima of equal depth of the negative pressure. Hence, we have three equations:
p′(nl) = 0 Variational principle for nl
p′(ng) = 0 Variational principle for ng (3.89)
p(nl) = p(ng) Mechanical equilibrium
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with the three unknowns nl, ng and µ for a given temperature T . For the solution µ = µsat of this system of
equations, we get two minima of equal depth of the negative pressure as a function of the density (see Fig. 3.6(b)).
For a chemical potential µ < µsat, the global minimum of −p(n) is at the gas density (see Fig. 3.6(a)). In this
case, we say that the gas phase is preferred, or more stable. For µ > µsat, the liquid phase is preferred (see
Fig.3.6(c)). In the Appendix, plots of the negative pressure −p(n) and its derivative over n are shown for the
temperatures T = 0.4,0.7,0.9 and 1.003.
(a) Gas phase, µ = 3.36 (b) Saturation, µ = − 3.44 (c) Liquid Phase, µ = 3.52
Figure 3.6: Plots of the negative pressure over the density for a uniform fluid for different chemical potentials
at T = 0.7. The negative pressure corresponds to the grand canonical potential per volume in the uniform case.
The preferred density of the system is given by the minimum of the negative pressure. At equilibrium of two
phases, there are two minima of equal depth, each one of which indicates the density of one phase (see (b)). For
a negative deviation of the chemical potential from the equilibrium value, the gas phase is more stable (see (a)),
whereas positive deviations give a more stable liquid phase (see (c)).
Figure 3.7 depicts the phase diagrams for the temperature and pressure as functions of density and tempera-
ture, respectively. These are contrasted to results of molecular dynamical simulations by Trokhymchuk and Ale-
jandre [Trokhymchuk 1999] and experiments by Michels, Levelt, and De Graeff [Michels 1958] for argon. There is
qualitative agreement between the model used in this work and the molecular dynamics simulations/experiments
but not a quantitative one. Indeed, the model seems to underestimate the critical temperature. The gas density
is adequately approximated for the relevant temperatures close to 0.7, but the liquid densities are lower than
expected. One can also see that the saturation pressure is larger compared to the actual one. However, such devi-
ations appear to be common in DFT/mean field approaches. In the homogeneous limit they have been analyzed
in detail by Tang and Wu [Tang 2003] who pointed out that the deviations are due to neglecting higher-order
correlations in such approaches. However, it was also shown that in the non-homogeneous case including an
attractive wall, the deviations of density profiles from results of molecular dynamical simulations are less than
expected.
3.6.1 The Critical Point
We now want to calculate the values at the critical point. For this, remark that Eq. (3.88) for the equilibrium
defines the chemical potential as a function of the density and temperature:
µ(n,T ) = µHS (n) + 2αn. (3.90)
Hansen and McDonald [Hansen 1986] showed that in the critical point, the chemical potential satisfies
∂µ
∂n
∣
T=Tc = ∂2µ∂n2 ∣T=Tc = 0. (3.91)
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(a) µsat over the reduced temperature T (b) Particle densities at µsat for liquid and gas
Figure 3.7: Phase diagrams at saturation for the temperature as a function of density and pressure as a function
of temperature. The solid lines are obtained from the model used in this work. Crosses: canonical molecular
dynamics simulations by Trokhymchuk and Alejandre [Trokhymchuk 1999]; circles: experimental results for argon
(σ = 3.405 ⋅ 10−8cm and ε = 165.3 ⋅ 10−16erg) by Michels, Levelt, and De Graeff [Michels 1958].
These equations can be reduced to
−1 + 5yc + 20y2c + 4y3c − 5y4c + y5c = 0, (3.92)
where yc = pi6nc and nc is the critical density. This equation has the three real solutions(−1.284180231,−0.4245763099,0.1304438842). The critical temperature is
Tc = −12α
pi
yc (1 − yc)4
1 + 4yc + 4y2c − 4y3c + y4c . (3.93)
Now choose the only positive solution for yc. This leads to
nc = 0.2491294675 , Tc = 1.006172833 , µc = −3.459392667, (3.94)
which is in excellent agreement with the critical temperature obtained by solving (3.89) numerically (see also
Fig. 3.7(b)). In contrast to these results, Monte-Carlo simulations of the Lennard-Jones fluid using mixed-field
finite scaling analysis by Caillol [Caillol 1998] estimate the critical values to be Tc = 1.326±0.002, nc = 0.316±0.002
and µc = −2.676±0.005. We conclude that our model fails to predict the behavior of the fluid close to the critical
point.
3.6.2 The Point of Maximal Chemical Potential
In Fig. 3.8, it can be observed that the chemical potential at saturation attains a maximum close to T = 0.8. To
calculate the values at this extremum, it is necessary to consider the defining equations (3.89). These equations
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Figure 3.8: Chemical potential at saturation as a function of the temperature.
can be rewritten by the function k ∶ R4 → R3,
k (ng, nl, µ, T ) ∶=⎛⎜⎝
p′(ng)
p′(nl)
p (nl) − p (ng)
⎞⎟⎠ . (3.95)
Every configuration at saturation corresponds to one solution of the equation k (ng, nl, µ, T ) = 0. Now, we
parametrize the solutions of this equation with the temperature. This means, that the liquid and gas densities
as well as the chemical potential at saturation are written as functions of the temperature T . The value of k is
equal to zero on the path (ng(T ), nl(T ), µ(T ), T ). Hence, dk/dT = 0, i.e.
dk
dT
= ∂k
∂nl
dnl
dT
+ ∂k
∂ng
dng
dT
+ ∂k
∂µ
dµ
dT
+ ∂k
∂T
= 0 (3.96)
The point with maximal chemical potential is characterized by dµdT = 0. Setting the respective term in the previous
equation to zero and defining the two variables nlT ∶=dnldT and ngT ∶=dngdT leads to the system of six equations
k = 0 (3.97)
∂k
∂nl
nlT + ∂k
∂ng
ngT + ∂k
∂T
= 0 (3.98)
with the unknowns (nl, ng, µ, T, nlT , ngT ). Applying a Newton method on this nonlinear system of equations
gives the solution:
nl = 0.5570137060 nlT = −1.064612550 T = 0.8334676569
ng = 0.05142195929 ngT = 0.3804118128 µ = −3.398145808
3.7 Surface Tension and the Excess Grand Potential
In this work, we are interested inhomogeneous systems, i.e. in systems with varying density n (r). In this context,
remark that in (3.10), we introduced the grand potential for homogeneous systems as the negative product of
the volume times the pressure of the system. This relation is no longer true for inhomogeneous systems.
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In the presence of a dividing surface between two volumes, the surface itself has a certain contribution to the
grand potential. This contribution will be measured by means of the change of the grand potential per unit area
of the interface:
γ = ∂Ω
∂A
∣
T,V,µ
, (3.99)
which is called the surface tension or surface energy. Hence, it becomes necessary to introduce a more general
form of Eq.(3.10):
Ω = ΩBulk +Ωex = ΩBulk + γA, (3.100)
where ΩBulk is the contribution to the grand potential from the bulk fluid and Ωex is the contribution from the
interface (see also Plischke [Plischke 2005, p.164] or Landau [Landau 1968, p.455]).
In order to find an expression for ΩBulk, we divide the three-dimensional space into a partition of three sets:
One bulk volume VA, a film Vf and a bulk volume VB (see also Fig. 3.9). The set of possible density distributions
n (r) is restricted by assuming that the density of the fluid in VA and in VB is equal to the uniform bulk densities
nA and nB , respectively. Resuming, this leads to
n (r) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
nA if r ∈ VA
nf (r) if r ∈ Vf
nB if r ∈ VB . (3.101)
Figure 3.9: An example of a partition of the space for a liquid-gas interface. VA and VB are the volumes in which
uniform density is assumed. Vf is the volume in which computations are executed. The interface divides the film
volume into the two parts VfA and VfB . In the case of a liquid-gas interface, this division is uniquely defined by
the Gibbs dividing surface, where VfA and VfB are chosen such that the shaded areas are of the same size.
The liquid-gas interface can be interpreted as the dividing surface between the two volumes VA ∪ VfA and
VB ∪ VfB (see also Fig. 3.9). Then, we define ΩA as the grand potential of a system with volume ∣VA ∪ VfA∣ and
with density nA. ΩB is defined analogously. Then, the bulk contribution ΩBulk to this system can be written as
a sum of these two quantities:
ΩBulk = ΩA +ΩB where ΩA = −p (nA) ∣VA ∪ VfA∣ΩB = −p (nB) ∣VB ∪ VfB ∣ . (3.102)
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Note that ΩBulk is not the grand potential of a sharp interface system, but the bulk contribution of two volumes
of the sizes of VA ∪VfA and VB ∪VfB , respectively. The difference to a sharp interface system is that long-range
forces between the two volumes are not included in ΩBulk.
However, the volumes VfA and VfB are not uniquely defined, as the density profile is smooth. The choice of
the volumes can be restricted by imposing the condition that Ωex corresponds to the excess free energy per unit
area. We get:
Ωex = γA = Ω −ΩA −ΩB (3.103)= (F − FA − FB) − µ (N −NA −NB)= FS − µNS ,
where FS is the surface excess Helmholtz free energy and NS is the surface excess number of particles. Here, we
have used that the grand potential can be written as Ω = F −µN . In order to obtain Ωex = FS , the excess surface
number of particles NS has to vanish. This yields:
N = NA +NB (3.104)
∫ n (r)dr = nA∣VA ∪ VfA∣ + nB ∣VB ∪ VfB ∣ (3.105)
⇔ ∫
VfA
(nA − n (r))dr = ∫
VfB
(n (r) − nB)dr, (3.106)
which is the defining equation for the position of the surface.
In order to link the grand potential of the system as defined in (3.84) with the surface energy, we insert (3.87)
in (3.84) and get
Ω[n] = −∫ p(n (r))dr + 12x n (r) (n (r′) − n (r))φattr (∣r′ − r∣)dr′dr + ∫ n (r)V (r)dr. (3.107)
The value of the grand potential as defined above depends on the size of the bulk volumes VA and VB . In order
to remove this inconsistency, we consider instead the excess grand potential defined by (3.100)
Ωex[n] = γA =Ω[n] − ∣VA ∪ VfA∣ (p (nA)) − ∣VfB ∪ VB ∣ (p (nB))= − ∫
VA∪VfA (p(n (r)) − p (nA))dr − ∫VfB∪VB (p(n (r)) − p (nB))dr++ 1
2
x
n (r) (n (r′) − n (r))φattr (∣r′ − r∣)dr′dr + ∫ n (r)V (r)dr. (3.108)
Remark that the condition NS = 0 only makes sense if a liquid-gas interface is considered. In the case of a solid
substrate in contact with a bulk gas phase, it is more useful to use the surface of the substrate as a natural
division between the two phases. The excess number of particles is then used as a measure for the amount of
adsorbed liquid on the substrate.
3.7.1 Surface Tension of Droplets
In this work, we study surface effects on planar and on spherical substrates. With respect to a spherical geometry,
there have been recent studies which are of some interest for the interpretation of the results of this work and
which we summarize briefly.
In particular, the surface tension of a liquid drop in a bulk gas phase has been studied exceedingly during the
past decades. The well-known Kelvin relation
∆p = 2γlg,R
R
(3.109)
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establishes a relation between the surface tension and the pressure difference of the liquid inside a droplet and
its vapor outside the droplet. The radius R at which this relation holds exactly defines the so-called surface
of tension [Tolman 1948]. However, the surface tension does also depend on the droplet size. Based on the
thermodynamical Gibbs relation dγ = −Γdµ, where Γ is the excess density related to the surface of tension,
Tolman showed that the surface tension of a droplet with large radius R depends in the first approximation on
the distance δ¯ between the surface of tension Rs and the Gibbs dividing surface Re, i.e. δ¯ = Re−Rs. Particularly,
Tolman showed that
γlg,R
γlg,∞ = 11 + 2δ¯/R = 1 − 2 δ¯R +O⎛⎝( δ¯R)
2⎞⎠ , (3.110)
where γlg,∞ is the surface tension of the plane interface. The parameter δ¯ is also known as the Tolman-length
and was said to be of the range of 0.25 to 0.6 times the intermolecular distance of the liquid phase. However,
Tolman restricted the validity of formula (3.110) to droplets of appropriately large sizes. For very small droplets,
Tolman expected δ¯ to depend on the droplet radius R. He also questions the method of derivation based on
thermodynamic methods [Tolman 1948].
In recent molecular dynamical simulations, Sampayo et. al. [Sampayo 2010] provide evidence that the macro-
scopic theory can only be used for droplets with a radius greater than ten times the molecular diameter. For
smaller droplets, the effect of the second order energy fluctuation is not negligible in the expansion (3.57) of
the free energy. Indeed, for simulations with droplet sizes of five times the molecule diameter, the second-order
fluctuation term is of the same order of magnitude as the first order term, with inverse sign [Sampayo 2010].
Consider that in the derivation of the minimal condition (3.82) used in this work, all second-order terms were
neglected. Hence, in the sequel calculations for the spherical case are restricted to cases where the liquid-vapor
interface appears at radius larger than ten molecule diameters.
Chapter 4
Density Profiles of Thin Films on a
Solid Substrate
We consider solid substrates which are in contact with a fluid. The interaction between a particle of the fluid
and a particle of the substrate is described by a Lennard-Jones-Potential:
φw (r) ∶=4εw ((σw
r
)12 − (σw
r
)6) (4.1)
with the two supplementary parameters σw and εw, which describe the distance at which the potential vanishes
and the depth of the potential, respectively. The external potential induced by the wall at a certain point in
the fluid corresponds to the integrated LJ-potential over the wall W times the density nw of the wall particles.
For simplicity, nw is absorbed in the parameter εw of the LJ-potential such that we obtain the general external
potential
V (r) ∶=∫
W
φw (∣r − r′∣)dr′. (4.2)
4.1 Numerical Methods for One-dimensional Geometries
We consider one dimensional geometries which allow a reduction of the minimal condition (3.82) to the following
expression
µHS (n(z)) + ∫ n (z′)Φ (z, z′)dz′ + V (z) − µ !=0 (∀z) , (4.3)
where exact expressions for Φ (z, z′) and V (z) will be defined with respect to the given geometries. We restrict the
computations to an interval [z0, zN ]. This domain is discretized into N intervals of equal length ∆z∶=(zN −z0)/N .
The integral term is discretized with a trapezoidal rule. It is assumed that to the left of the domain, i.e. for
z < z0, the density of the fluid is n−. For z > zN , the density is assumed to be n+. Hence, the above condition
transforms to
gi(n0, . . . , nN)∶=µHS (ni) + n−Ψ− (zi) + n+Ψ+ (zi) + V (zi) − µ+
+ ∆z
2
⎛⎝n0Φ (z0, zi) + 2N−1∑j=1 njΦ (zi, zj) + nNΦ (zN , zi)⎞⎠ !=0 (∀i = 0, . . . ,N) , (4.4)
where
Ψ−(z)∶=∫
z<z0 Φ (z, z′)dz′ and Ψ+(z)∶=∫z>zN Φ (z, z′)dz′ (4.5)
are expressions for the influence of the boundary conditions on one particle in the fluid. (4.4) gives N+1 nonlinear
equations for the unknown densities n∶= (n0, . . . nN)T . The Jacobian of g∶= (g0, . . . gN)T is
(J)ij = ∂gi∂nj =δijµ′HS(ni) + ∆z2 (2 − δj0 − δjN)Φ(zi, zj), (4.6)
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where δij is the Kronecker-Delta and the derivative of µHS is given by
µ′HS(n) = T (1y + 2 4 − y(1 − y)4 ) pi6
with y = pi6n.
The Newton Method In order to solve (4.4), a Newton scheme can be applied. In each iteration k, the linear
system of equations
J ⋅∆nk = −g (nk) (4.7)
is solved using a LU decomposition method, where J is computed with respect to nk. When solving (4.7), one
can make use of the structure of J. The interaction potential Φ in (4.6) shows a fast decay with increasing
distance of the diagonal (see also Sec.4.2.1 and Sec. 4.3.1). Hence, we set all off-diagonal elements to zero for
which ∣zi − zj ∣ > 5, where the cutoff of 5 is an adjustable parameter. Doing this, we obtain a sparse system of
linear equations, which is considerably easier to solve than the full system.
Additionally, the singularities of g in zero and 6/pi due to the hard sphere chemical potential µHS(n) (see
Eq.(3.83)) require some extra attention. They are accounted for by rescaling the vector ∆nk such that
nk+1 = nk + λ∆nk,
is bounded to [0,6/pi], where λ ∈ (0,1). The rescaling is done using the following short algorithm:
λ=1.;
for(i=0;i<N;i++){
if( nk[i] + ∆nk[i] <= 0)
λ = min( -nk[i]/∆nk[i], λ);
if( nk[i] + ∆nk[i] >= 6/pi )
λ = min( (6/pi - nk[i])/∆nk[i] , λ);
}
if(λ < 1.)
λ = λ * (1.-1.e-14);
for(i=0;i<N;i++)
nk+1[i] = nk[i] + λ* ∆nk[i];
Modified Newton Method The main difficulty when using the Newton method is that in each iteration the
full linear system of equations (4.7) has to be solved for N +1 variables. One way to avoid this costly computation
is to make use of the structure of the Jacobi matrix J. In (4.6) it can be seen that the diagonal term of J is always
the greatest term. This is because µ′HS(n) can be assumed to be greater or equal one, whereas the grid size ∆z
is usually smaller than 0.1. In the modified Newton method, the Jacobian is approximated by its diagonal. In
this case, the iteration simplifies to:
∆nk+1i = −gi (nk)g˜′i
where g˜′i = µ′HS(ni) +∆zΦPla(0)
and gi as defined in (4.4). Again, the singularities of µ′HS(ni) are considered using the algorithm described above.
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4.2 Density Profiles for a Thin Film on a Planar Wall
A planar wall W = R2 ×R− suggests symmetry in the two directions parallel to the wall. We set the density n(z)
for negative z to zero. Hence, the minimal condition (4.3) can be written as
µHS (n(z)) + ∫ ∞
0
n (z′)ΦPla (∣z − z′∣)dz′ + VPla (z) − µ !=0 (∀z > 0) . (4.8)
ΦPla(z) is the attractive interaction potential between a point in the fluid and a plane at distance z. For
completeness, we also give an expression for the excess grand potential (3.108) per unit area. In the case of a
liquid-gas interface, this yields
γlg,∞[n(⋅)]∶= − ∫ zG−∞ (p(n(z)) − p(nl))dz − ∫ ∞zG (p(n(z)) − p(ng))dz++ 1
2 ∫ ∞0 ∫ ∞−∞ n(z) (n(z′) − n(z))ΦPla(∣z − z′∣)dz′dz, (4.9)
where zG is the position of the Gibbs dividing surface. γlg,∞ is also known as the surface tension of the interface.
In the case of a planar wall, the surface of the wall at z = 0 is used as a natural division between the gas bulk
phase and the substrate (see also Sec. 3.7). This yields:
γwall,∞[n(⋅)]∶= − ∫ ∞
0
(p(n(z)) − p(ng))dz + 12 ∫ ∞0 ∫ ∞−∞ n(z) (n(z′) − n(z))ΦPla(∣z − z′∣)dz′dz + . . .+ ∫ ∞
0
n(z)VPla(z)dz
γwall,∞ is also referred to as the surface energy of the wall.
4.2.1 Analytical Expressions
Interaction Potential Integrating the attractive interaction potential between one point and all points of a
plane at distance z leads to the exact expression for ΦPla:
ΦPla (z) ∶ =x φattr (√x′2 + y′2 + z2)dx′dy′
= 2pi∫ ∞
0
φattr (√r2 + z2) rdr
R=√r2+z2= 2pi∫ ∞
z
φattr (R)RdR
(3.81)= { − 65pi if z < 14pi ( 15z10 − 12z4 ) if z > 1 . (4.10)
Influence of Boundary Conditions The definition of the interaction potential (4.10) in the planar case,
together with (4.5), leads to
Ψ−(z) = ΨPla (∣z − z0∣) and Ψ+(z) = ΨPla (∣z − zN ∣) ,
where
ΨPla(z)∶=∫ ∞
z
ΦPla(z′)dz′
={ 4pi ( 145z9 − 16z3 ) for z > 1− 169 pi + 65piz for z ≤ 1 (4.11)
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The Wall Potential Following the general definition (4.2) for a wall potential, we get:
VPla(z) ∶ = ∫
z′<0 φw (√x′2 + y′2 + (z − z′)2)dx′dy′dz′= 4piεwσ3w ( 145 (σwz )9 − 16 (σwz )3) . (4.12)
The wall is assumed to be non-penetrable, i.e. V (z) =∞ for negative z.
The Adsorption The excess number of particles per unit area is also referred to as adsorption Γ. It is defined
by:
Γ[n(⋅)]∶=∫ ∞
0
(n(z) − ng)dz. (4.13)
4.2.2 Numerical Results
The Liquid-Gas Interface We compute the density profile of a liquid-gas interface at equilibrium chemical
potential. For this, we set n− = nl and n+ = ng in Eq.(4.4), whereas the external potential is set to zero. In
Fig.4.1, we show density profiles at different temperatures. At high temperatures close to the critical point, the
profiles are very smooth. For low temperatures, the density profiles become steeper.
Figure 4.1: Plots of density profiles of liquid-gas interfaces at different temperatures.
We compute the liquid-gas surface tension by means of (4.9). In Fig. 4.2, these results are compared to
experiments, molecular dynamical simulations and other DFT computations. Here, the surface tension is plotted
against T /Tc. This leads to a good agreement, as errors in the critical region are avoided [Toxvaerd 1971].
The density profiles at temperatures up to T = 0.7 in Fig. 4.1 suggest an approximation of the liquid-gas
interface by a step function, often also called sharp-interface approximation. In order to check if this approxima-
tion is appropriate for the calculation of the surface tension, we impose the following analytic expression for the
density profile:
na(z) = nl − ng2 tanh(a(L2 − z)) + nl + ng2 , (4.14)
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Figure 4.2: Plots of surface tension as a function of dimensionless temperature 8T /Tc. Solid line: our model;
dashed line: fit to equation γ(T ) = γ0 (1 − T /Tc)1+r by Guggenheim [Guggenheim 1945]. The resulting coefficients
are γ0 = 36.31dyn/cm and r = 29 ; triangles (up): computational results by Toxvaerd for a 12-6 LJ fluid using
the Barker-Henderson perturbation theory [Barker 1967a] with the Percus-Yevick solution [Throop 1965] for the
hard-sphere reference fluid and using the exact hard sphere diameter [Toxvaerd 1971]; triangles (down): Monte
Carlo simulations by Lee and Barker [Lee 1974]; squares: experimental results by Guggenheim [Guggenheim 1945]
where L is the length of the domain and a is a parameter for the steepness of the profile. This approximation was
introduced by Toxvaerd [Toxvaerd 1971] as the best analytical trial function for the density distribution of the
interface. In Fig. 4.3, the surface tension (4.9) of nα(z) is plotted versus the steepness parameter a at T = 0.7.
The minimum of this graph is at a = 0.7 and γlg,∞[n0.7(⋅)] = 0.524. This value is slightly higher than the value
obtained if the minimal condition is solved for the full density profile (minγlg,∞[n(⋅)] = 0.518).
For very steep profiles, we expect the surface tension to approach the surface tension of the sharp interface
approximation, which is obtained by setting the volume Vf of the interface in (3.101) to zero. This yields for a
planar interface
γSIAlg,∞ = −(nl − ng)22 ∫ 0−∞ ∫ ∞0 φattr(∣z − z′∣)dz′dz= 3
4
pi(nl − ng)2
At T = 0.7, this is γSIAlg,∞(T = 0.7) = 1.061, which is close to the surface tension 1.03 of a very steep tanh-profile
(with a steepness-parameter a = 30). Hence, the sharp-interface surface tension is almost twice the value of the
exact surface tension. We conclude that the SIA is not an appropriate method for the calculation of surface
tensions.
The Wall-Fluid Interface At small distance z from the wall, the particle density n(z) can be approximated
by an analytical function. For this, we consider the minimal condition (4.8) for a planar wall. The second term
is bounded by
∫ ∞
0
n(z′)ΦPla (∣z′ − z∣)dz′ < ∫ ∞−∞ n(z′)ΦPla (∣z′ − z∣)dz′ < 2α
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Figure 4.3: Surface tension (4.9) of the density profile (4.14) for T = 0.7 as a function of the steepness-parameter
a. The dashed line represents the contribution from cohesion/ attractive forces to the surface tension, whereas
the dotted line represents contributions from the ideal and repulsive terms of the free energy.
where α is defined in (3.86). Remark that for small z, the wall potential (4.12) goes to infinity as z−9. Hence,
we can write
µHS(n(z)) + VPla(z) +O (1) = 0 for z → 0
We conclude that the hard-sphere chemical potential µHS has to equilibrate the external potential for small z.
Furthermore, the external potential is positive for z → 0. We now have a closer look at the hard-sphere chemical
potential (3.83). The algebraic term is positive for z > 0. Hence, the external potential is equilibrated by the
logarithm in µHS , which means that the density n has to go to zero as we approach the wall.
It is easy to show that the algebraic term of µHS vanishes with O(n) as n→ 0. We conclude that
ln(pi
6
n(z)) = − 1
T
VPla(z) +O (1) for z → 0,
which finally leads to the prediction
n(z) ≈ exp(−4piεwσ3w
T
( 1
45
(σw
z
)9 − 1
6
(σw
z
)3)) for z → 0. (4.15)
In Fig. 4.4, this prediction is compared with numerical computations. It shows very good agreement in the
relevant range.
A Liquid Film on a Planar Wall Fig. 4.5 depicts the density profile of a thin film on a planar wall. It
is compared with the density profile of a liquid-gas interface at saturation without external potential. Both
profiles show a very good agreement. However, the density of the liquid film is slightly larger than the liquid bulk
density close to the wall. It decays with increasing distance from the wall. Close to the wall, the density goes to
zero. A more detailed analysis of the behavior close to the wall is given in Eq. 4.15. Furthermore, the density
profile shows one oscillation at a distance of some molecule diameters of the wall. This oscillation is due to the
hard-sphere reference fluid. Further oscillations are suppressed by the local Carnahan-Starling model which is
used in the present work. If a non-local model for the hard-sphere fluid is used, more detailed oscillations close
to the wall could be observed (see also Sec.3.4).
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Figure 4.4: Log-Log plot of the particle density close to a wall over the distance z from the wall at T = 0.7 and
∆µ = −0.01. The wall parameters are εw = 0.8 and σw = 1.25. The crosses are results of a numerical computation.
The solid line is the prediction (4.15). It shows a very good agreement for distances greater than 0.57 from the
wall. For values closer to the wall, the numerical accuracy breaks down.
4.3 Density Profiles for a Thin Film on a Sphere
We consider the case of a spherical wall W = {r ∈ R3 ∶ ∣r∣ < R} with radius R. The symmetry of this system
suggests rotational invariance in the two angular variables in spherical coordinates. The extremal condition (3.82)
then reduces to
µHS (n(r)) + ∫ ∞
R
n (r′)Φsph (r, r′)dr′ + Vsph,R (r) − µ !=0 (∀r > R) . (4.16)
ΦSph(r, r′) is the attractive interaction potential between a point at distance r from the origin and the surface
of a sphere with radius r′. Vsph,R(r) is the external potential induced by a sphere of radius R.
4.3.1 Analytical Expressions
Interaction Potential The interaction potential between a point at distance r from the origin and the surface
of a sphere with radius r′ can be written in spherical coordinates as
Φsph (r, r′) ∶ = r′2 ∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
φattr (∣r′ − r∣) sinϑ′dϑ′dϕ′,
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Figure 4.5: Plot of density n over the distance of the wall z for a planar wall with parameters εw = 0.8 and
σw = 1.25, at temperature T = 0.7 (solid line). The deviation of the chemical potential from saturation is
∆µ = −0.001. The dashed line is the density profile of a liquid-gas interface at saturation without external
potential.
where r is any point at distance r from the origin. This definition is consistent due to the rotational invariance
of the expression. Hence, we set for simplicity r = (0,0, r)T in cartesian coordinates. Consequently, one gets
Φsph (r, r′) = 2pir′2 ∫ pi
0
φattr (√r2 − 2rr′ cosϑ′ + r′2) sinϑ′dϑ′
= pi r′
r
∫ (r+r′)2(r−r′)2 φattr (√t)dt where t = r2 − 2rr′ cosϑ′ + r′2
= 4pi r′
r
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∫ (r+r′)2(r−r′)2 dt ( 1t6 − 1t3 ) if ∣r − r′∣ > 1∫ (r+r′)21 dt ( 1t6 − 1t3 ) if ∣r − r′∣ < 1, ∣r + r′∣ > 1
0 else
= 4pi r′
r
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
( 15 ( 1(r−r′)10 − 1(r+r′)10 ) + 12 ( 1(r+r′)4 − 1(r−r′)4 )) if ∣r − r′∣ > 1(− 15 1(r+r′)10 + 12 1(r+r′)4 − 310) if ∣r − r′∣ < 1 and ∣r + r′∣ > 1
0 else
(4.17)
This can be written in terms of the planar interaction potential (4.10) as
Φsph (r, r′) = r′
r
(ΦPla (r − r′) −ΦPla (r + r′)) .
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Influence of Boundary Conditions The definition of the interaction potential (4.17) in the spherical case,
together with (4.5), leads to
Ψin,R(r) ∶ = ∫ R
0
Φsph(r, r′)dr′
= pi
3r
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1
30 ( r+9R(r+R)9 − r−9R(r−R)9 ) + r−3R(r−R)3 − r+3R(r+R)3 if R + 1 < r
27
10 − 2615r − 95 (R2 − (r − 1)2) + r+9R30(r+R)9 − r+3R(r+R)3 if 1 < R < r < R + 1− 95R2 + 130 r+9R(r+R)9 − 130r8 − r+3R(r+R)3 + 1r2 if 0 < R < r < 1
0 if R = 0
. (4.18)
The attractive interaction potential induced by the volume outside a sphere with radius R > 1 is given by:
Ψout,R(r) ∶ = ∫ ∞
R
Φsph(r, r′)dr′
= − pi
3r
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1
30 ( r+9R(r+R)9 − r−9R(r−R)9 ) + r−3R(r−R)3 − r+3R(r+R)3 if ∣r −R∣ > 1
27
10 + 2615r − 95 (R2 − (r + 1)2) + r+9R30(r+R)9 − r+3R(r+R)3 else .
Wall Potential Analogously to the computations above, one easily checks that the external potential (4.2) of
a hard sphere W = {r ∈ R3 ∶ ∣r∣ < R} with the wall-fluid interaction potential (4.1) is given by
Vsph,R(r) = εwσ3wpiσw3r (σ8w30 ( r + 9R(r +R)9 − r − 9R(r −R)9 ) + σ2w ( r − 3R(r −R)3 − r + 3R(r +R)3 )) . (4.19)
The external potential induced by a cavity W = {r ∈ R3 ∶ ∣r∣ > R} is given by:
Vcav,R(r) = −εwσ3wpiσw3r (σ8w30 ( r + 9R(r +R)9 − r − 9R(r −R)9 ) + σ2w ( r − 3R(r −R)3 − r + 3R(r +R)3 )) .
The Adsorption In the spherical case, the adsorption per unit area of the substrate is defined by:
Γ[n(⋅)]∶=∫ ∞
R
( r
R
)2 (n(r) − ng)dr. (4.20)
4.3.2 Numerical Results
The density profile of a thin film on a spherical wall is depicted in Fig. 4.6, where it is compared with the density
profile of a planar liquid-gas interface at saturation. Similar to the planar case, both profiles are practically
indistinguishable far away from the wall. In Fig. 4.7 , density profiles for different radius of the substrate are
compared with a density profile of a thin film on a planar wall. The film thickness of the thin film on a spherical
substrate is less than the film thickness on a planar substrate. It approaches slowly the planar value with
increasing radius of the wall.
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Figure 4.6: Plot of density n over the distance of the wall r −R for a spherical wall with radius R = 100 and wall
parameters εw = 0.8 and σw = 1.25, at temperature T = 0.7 (solid line). The deviation of the chemical potential
from saturation is ∆µ = −0.001. The dashed line is the density profile of a liquid-gas interface at saturation
without external potential. Far away from the wall, it is practically indistinguishable from the density profile of
the thin film.
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Figure 4.7: Plots of density n over the distance of the wall for spherical walls with varying radius R and for
a planar wall at temperature T = 0.7. The wall parameters are εw = 0.8 and σw = 1.25. The deviation of the
chemical potential from saturation is ∆µ = −0.001.

Chapter 5
Wetting Behavior on a Solid Substrate
In the study of wetting, we are interested in describing the amount of fluid adsorbed on a substrate as a function
of the temperature, the chemical potential and the attractiveness of the wall. Analytical methods approximate
the density profile n (r) of the liquid film by a test function n` (r), where ` is the thickness of the liquid film. As
a result, the grand potential can be written as a function of the film thickness `: Ω(`)∶=Ω[n` (⋅)]. Now, instead
of minimizing the functional Ω[n (⋅)] with respect to the density profile n(⋅), one minimizes Ω(`) with respect
to the film thickness `, thus reducing the complexity of the problem substantially. The main drawback of the
analytical methods is that they mainly depend on the quality of the test function n` (⋅). In particular, most
approximations are not suitable for small film thicknesses.
This can be avoided, if the variational principle (3.82) is solved for the full density profile n (r), which can
only be done numerically. We present a continuation method which allows to compute the full set of density
profiles for a fixed temperature and for a varying chemical potential.
5.1 Analytical Methods for the Prediction of Wetting Behavior for
One-Dimensional Geometries
We present two methods to approximate the grand potential function as a function of the film thickness, namely
the sharp-interface approximation (SIA) and the piecewise function approximation (PFA). In particular, we
introduce the analytic expressions to calculate these approximations, without specifying the geometry. This
allows to apply the given methods on more complex structures beyond the planar or the spherical substrate at a
later stage of research. In order to do this, the grand potential will be written in terms of volumes, basically the
wall volume W , a film volume Vf and a bulk volume VB . At a later stage, the volumes can be parameterized by
the film thickness `, which leads to the grand potential as a function of `.
We assume a density distribution as in (3.101) where VA is the volume occupied by the wall. The fluid density
in the wall is zero such that we get
n (r) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if r ∈W
nf (r) if r ∈ Vf
nB if r ∈ VB .
In Fig. 5.1, a typical configuration is shown together with the respective density profile close to a solid substrate.
5.1.1 The Sharp Interface Approximation
In the SIA for a liquid film on a solid substrate, the density in the film volume Vf is assumed to be uniform equal
to the bulk liquid density nl. Remark that close to the wall, the film density goes to zero due to the repulsive
character of the wall (see also Fig. 4.4). This can be taken into account by extending the volume W at which
the density vanishes up to a certain distance from the wall. Consider that in this case, W is the volume of the
wall plus a thin layer close to the wall (see Fig. 5.2).
nSIA (r) ∶=⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if r ∈W
nl if r ∈ Vf
ng if r ∈ VB .
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of a partition of the space for a liquid film on a solid substrate. VA and VB are the volumes
in which uniform density is assumed. Vf is the volume in which computations are executed.
Making the above assumptions, the excess grand potential (3.108) can be written as follows:
ΩSIAex ∶=Ωex[nSIA (⋅)] = − ∫
VA
(p(n (r)) − p (nA))dr − ∫
VB
(p(n (r)) − p (nB))dr + ∫ n (r)V (r)dr+
+ 1
2
x
n (r) (n (r′) − n (r))φattr (∣r′ − r∣)dr′dr (5.1)
= −∆p∣Vf ∣ + nl ∫
Vf
V (r)dr + ng ∫
VB
V (r)dr + . . .
− n2l I (Vf ,W ) − (nl − ng)2 I (Vf , VB) − n2gI (W,VB) (5.2)
where ∆p = p (nl) − p (ng), ∣ ⋅ ∣ is a measure for the volume and I (⋅, ⋅) is an operator defined by:
I ∶ P (R3) ×P (R3)→ R , I(A,B)∶=∫
A
∫
B
φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr.
Here, P (R3) is the powerset of R3, i.e. the set of all subsets of R3. The first term in (5.2) can be directly
linked with the deviation of the chemical potential from its saturation value µsat at a given temperature. For
this, assume that the density and the chemical potential are close to their values at saturation. Then, expanding
the pressure (3.87) as a function of the density and the chemical potential around saturation up to terms of first
order, gives:
−p(n,µ) =fHS(n)n + αn2 − µn= − p (nsat, µsat) + (µHS(nsat) + 2αnsat − µsat) (n − nsat) − nsat (µ − µsat) +HOT.
The term µHS(nsat) + 2αnsat − µsat vanishes, as nsat is the equilibrium density at µsat (see also Eq. (3.88)). nl
and ng are the liquid and gas bulk densities at µ, whereas nl,sat and ng,sat are the liquid and gas bulk densities
at µsat, respectively. Hence, we obtain
−p (nl, µ) ≈ − p (nl,sat, µsat) − nl,sat (µ − µsat)
and − p (ng, µ) ≈ − p (ng,sat, µsat) − ng,sat (µ − µsat) .
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of a density profile of a sharp interface approximation. W is the volume in which the density
is assumed to be zero. This includes the wall plus a thin layer around the wall, in which the repulsive forces of
the wall dominate.
At saturation, the bulk gas pressure equals the bulk liquid pressure (see Eq.(3.89)). Hence, the pressure difference
can be written as
∆p = p (nl) − p (ng) ≈ (nl,sat − ng,sat)∆µ, (5.3)
where ∆µ = µ−µsat. Note that now assumptions on the form of the pressure have been made in order to obtain
Eq. (5.3). We now turn our attention to the terms in the last line of Eq. (5.2), which can be rearranged as
follows:
−n2l I (Vf ∪ VB ,W ) − (nl − ng)2 I (Vf ∪W,VB) + 2nl (nl − ng) I (W,VB) .
This leads to the following
ΩSIAex = −∆µ (nl,sat − ng,sat) ∣Vf ∣ +ΩSIAwl +ΩSIAlg +ΩSIAB , (5.4)
where ΩSIAwl and ΩSIAlg are the sharp-interface wall-liquid and the liquid-gas excess grand potentials defined by
ΩSIAwl ∶= − n2l2 I (W,Vf ∪ VB) + nl ∫Vf∪VB V (r)dr (5.5)
and ΩSIAlg ∶= − (nl − ng)22 I (W ∪ Vf , VB) . (5.6)
ΩSIAB is the binding potential defined by
ΩSIAB ∶=nl (nl − ng) I (W,VB) − (nl − ng)∫
VB
V (r)dr. (5.7)
Physically, (5.4) can be explained as follows: ΩSIAwl and ΩSIAlg are needed to create the wall-liquid and the
liquid-gas interface. However, it has to be taken into account that the surfaces interact with each other, as
their distance is finite. This is done by introducing the binding energy ΩB . For further details, see also Is-
raelachvili [Israelachvili 1991].
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5.1.2 The Piecewise Function Approximation
The main drawback of the SIA is that it overestimates the liquid-gas surface tension by up to one hundred
percent (see also Fig. 4.3). In order to avoid effects due to this error, we introduce the PFA, where it is assumed
that the wall-liquid and the liquid-gas-interface are smooth and have a finite width. The test function can then
be written as:
nPFA (r) ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if r ∈W
nwl (r) if r ∈ Vwl
nl if r ∈ Vf
nlg (r) if r ∈ Vlg
ng if r ∈ VB
, (5.8)
where Vwl and Vlg are the volumes of the wall-liquid and the liquid-gas interface (see also Fig. 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Sketch of a density profile of a piecewise function approximation. nwl (r) and nlg (r) are the density
profiles of the wall-liquid and the liquid-gas interface, respectively. The width of both interfaces is supposed to
be independent on the amount of adsorbed fluid. The liquid-gas interface Vlg is separated in the two parts V 1lg
and V 2lg by the Gibbs dividing surface.
It is our aim to write the excess grand potential (3.108) for the test function (5.8) in a similar way to the
formulation (5.4) in the SIA. For this, first the attractive contribution to the excess grand potential (3.108) is
analyzed:
A∶=1
2
x
n (r′) (n (r′) − n (r))φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr = [WVwl] + {VwlVwl} + [(W ∪ Vwl)Vf ]++[VlgVB] + {VlgVlg} + [Vf (Vlg ∪ VB)]++[(W ∪ Vwl) (Vlg ∪ VB)]
where the operators [⋅⋅] and {⋅⋅} are defined as
[XY ]∶= − 1
2 ∫X ∫Y (nPFA (r) − nPFA (r′))2 φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr
and {XX}∶=1
2 ∫X ∫X nX (r) (nPFA (r′) − nPFA (r))φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr.
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We define the density profiles of a wall-liquid and a liquid-gas interface as
n¯wl (r) ∶=⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if r ∈W
nwl (r) if r ∈ Vwl
nl if r ∈ Vf ∪ Vlg ∪ VB and n¯lg (r) ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
nl if r ∈W ∪ Vwl ∪ Vf
nlg (r) if r ∈ Vlg
ng if r ∈ VB . (5.9)
The excess grand potential (3.108) with respect to these density distributions will be denoted by ΩPFAwl and
ΩPFAlg , respectively. Their attractive contributions are
Awl =[WVwl] + {VwlVwl} + [(W ∪ Vwl)Vf ] + [(W ∪ Vwl) (Vlg ∪ VB)]wl
and Alg =[VlgVB] + {VlgVlg} + [Vf (Vlg ∪ VB)] + [(W ∪ Vwl) (Vlg ∪ VB)]lg,
where [⋅⋅]wl or [⋅⋅]lg means that the operator [⋅⋅] is evaluated with respect to n¯wl(⋅) and n¯lg(⋅) instead of nPFA(⋅),
respectively. The contributions of the pressure term to ΩPFAwl and ΩPFAlg can be written as
Pwl∶= − ∫
Vwl
(p (nwl (r)) − p (nl))dr
and Plg ∶= − ∫
V 1
lg
(p (nlg (r)) − p (nl))dr − ∫
V 2
lg
(p (nlg (r)) − p (ng))dr,
where V 1lg and V 2lg correspond to the division of Vf by the Gibbs dividing surface for the liquid-gas interface such
that
∫
V 1
lg
(nlg (r) − nl)dr + ∫
V 2
lg
(nlg (r) − ng)dr = 0.
The pressure-term contributions and the contributions of the attractive terms sum up with contributions from
the external potential to
ΩPFAwl ∶=Ωex[n¯wl(⋅)] = Pwl +Awl + ∫
Vwl
V (r)nwl (r)dr + nl ∫
Vf∪V llg∪V lB V (r)dr (5.10)
and ΩPFAlg ∶=Ωex[n¯lg(⋅)] = Plg +Alg. (5.11)
After having calculated the excess grand potentials for the wall-liquid and liquid-gas interface, we analyze the
remaining terms of the excess grand potential of nPFA (r). For this, we subtract the attractive terms Awl and
Alg from the attractive term A, which yields:
A −Awl −Alg = [(W ∪ Vwl) (Vlg ∪ VB)] − [(W ∪ Vwl) (Vlg ∪ VB)]wl − [(W ∪ Vwl) (Vlg ∪ VB)]lg= −1
2 ∫W∪Vwl ∫Vlg∪VB ((nPFA (r) − nPFA (r′))2 − (nPFA (r) − nl)2 −− (nl − nPFA (r′))2)φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr= ∫
W∪Vwl ∫Vlg∪VB (nl − nPFA (r′)) (nl − nPFA (r))φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr, (5.12)
where we have used that in W ∪ Vwl, nPFA (r) equals n¯wl (r) and in Vlg ∪ VB , nPFA (r) equals n¯lg (r). The
pressure terms of the excess grand potential can be written as follows:
P = −∫
Vwl
(p (nwl (r)) − p (ng (r)))dr − ∫
Vf
(p (nl) − p (ng))dr − ∫
Vlg
(p (nlg (r)) − p (ng))dr
= Pwl +Plg − ∫
Vwl∪Vf∪V 1lg (p (nl) − p (ng))dr≈ Pwl +Plg −∆µ (nl − ng) ∣Vwl ∪ Vf ∪ V 1lg ∣, (5.13)
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where we have made use of approximation (5.3) for the pressure-term. Putting together (5.13) and (5.12) leads
to the following approximate expression for the excess grand potential of the configuration nPFA (r):
ΩPFAex ∶= −∆µ (nl − ng) ∣Vwl ∪ Vf ∪ V 1lg ∣ +ΩPFAlg +ΩPFAwl +ΩPFAB ≈ Ωex[nPFA(⋅)]. (5.14)
The binding potential in the spherical case is the sum of the remaining attractive contribution (5.12) and the
contribution from the external potential:
ΩPFAB ∶=∫
W∪Vwl ∫Vlg∪VB (nl − nPFA (r′)) (nl − nPFA (r))φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr . . .− ∫
Vlg∪VB (nl − nPFA (r))V (r)dr. (5.15)
5.2 Numerical Method: The Pseudo Arc Length Continuation
Additionally to the analytical approaches, the minimization problem is also solved numerically for the full density
profile. In Sec. 4.1, we introduced numerical methods in order to get one density profile n for each chemical
potential µ. However, in the case of a prewetting transition, there can be multiple solutions for one chemical
potential. Out of these solutions, only one is stable, whereas the other solutions are meta- or unstable. In order
to compute the full bifurcation diagram of the set of density profiles over the chemical potential, a pseudo arc
length continuation method is employed.
We introduce an arc-length parametrization such that (µ(s),n(s)) with s ∈ R is a connected set of solutions
of condition (4.4), where we include the chemical potential µ as an additional variable:
g (µ,n) !=0. (5.16)
The density inside the wall is zero whereas far away from the substrate the density is assumed to equal the bulk
gas density. Hence we set in (4.4) n− = 0 and n+ = ng. The main idea of the continuation scheme is to trace
the set of solutions along the curve parametrized by s. In order to do so, it is assumed that a point (µn,nn) at
position sn on the curve of solutions is given, where n is the step of the continuation scheme being solved for.
Figure 5.4: Sketch of one iteration step of the continuation scheme. xn and xn+1 are consecutive points of the
iteration, where, x = (µ,n). xT is the tangent vector in xn. By following the curve of solutions in direction of
the tangent vector, the pseudo arc length continuation scheme is able to trace the curve of solutions through
turning points.
First, the tangent vector (dµds , dnds ) at position sn is computed. This is done by differentiating the func-
tion g(s)∶=g (µ(s),n(s)) with respect to s. From (5.16), it is known that g is zero on the curve of solutions
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T 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85
dng/dµ∣sat 0.00183 0.00402 0.00856 0.0165 0.0303 0.0551 0.1049 0.2393
Table 5.1: Values of the derivative of the gas bulk density with respect to the chemical potential at different
temperatures (see Eq. (5.18)).
(µ(s),n(s)). Hence, the differential dgds vanishes:
dg
ds
= ( ∂g∂µ J ) ⋅ ⎛⎝ dµdsdnds ⎞⎠ = 0,
where J is the Jacobian ∂gi
∂nj
defined in (4.6) and
∂gi
∂µ
= −1 + dng
dµ
Ψ+ (zN − zi) . (5.17)
The second term takes into account that the boundary condition n+ = ng is a function of the chemical potential.
From the equilibrium condition (3.88), it can be easily seen that
dng
dµ
= 1
2α + µ′HS(ng) . (5.18)
In Tab. 5.1, some values for dngdµ at saturation are given. The last term in (5.17), Ψ+, is given in the planar case
by (4.11). The absolute value of this expression is bounded by 1.81 for ∣zn − zi∣ > 1. At distances less than 1 from
the wall, the ∣Ψ+∣ is bounded by 5.59. We conclude that for temperatures less than 0.8, ∂gi∂µ ≈ −1 is a reasonable
approximation which only leads to a slight torsion of the tangent vector. Hence, the defining equation for the
approximate tangent vector (µT ,nT ) ≈ (dµds , dnds ) is written as:
( −1 J ) ⋅ ( µTnT ) = 0. (5.19)
Remark that this homogeneous system of linear equations leaves one degree of freedom, as we only have N + 1
equations, but N + 2 variables (µT ,nT ). The additional equation can be used to determine whether the tangent
vector points in positive or negative direction in terms of the arc length s.
In order to find the next point (µn+1,nn+1) on the curve, an additional equation has to be set up. For this
purpose we introduce a scalar product for the (µ,n)-space, which takes into account the discretization of the
density profile into N intervals of length ∆z:
⟨(µ1,n1) ∣ (µ2,n2)⟩∶=µ1µ2 + ∆z2 n10n20 +∆z N−1∑j=1 n1jn2j + ∆z2 n1Nn2N
=µ1µ2 + ∆z2 N∑j=0 (2 − δj0 − δjN)n1jn2j ,
where δij is the Kroenecker delta. The norm with respect to the scalar product is defined as∥(µ,n)∥ ∶=⟨(µ,n) ∣ (µ,n)⟩1/2.
We say that the curve of solutions (µ(s),n(s)) is parametrized by arc length with respect to the norm given
above. Hence, the length between two points on the curve can be written as
∫ sn+θ
sn
∥(dµ
ds
,
dn
ds
)∥ds = θ.
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Linearizing the norm around sn and making use of the approximate tangent vector (µT ,nT ) at sn, one obtains⟨(µT ,nT ) ∣ (µ(sn + θ) − µ(sn),n(sn + θ) −n(sn))⟩ ≈ θ,
where we used that the tangent vector is normalized such that∥(µT ,nT )∥ = 1.
Using (µn+1,nn+1) instead of (µ(sn + θ),n(sn + θ)) leads to the additional equation for the next point on the
curve of solutions:
Kn (µn+1,nn+1) ∶=⟨(µT ,nT ) ∣ (µn+1 − µn,nn+1 −nn)⟩ − θ != 0. (5.20)
For a geometric interpretation of equation (5.20), see also Fig. 5.4.
In order to obtain the next point (µn+1,nn+1) on the curve, (5.20) is solved together with (5.16). This is
done using a modified Newton-Scheme. In each Newton-step, the following system of linear equations is solved:
( µT (n¯T )T−1 J ) ⋅ ( ∆µ∆n ) = ( Kn (µn,m,nn,m)g(µn,m,nn,m) ) , (5.21)
where we are considering the n-th step of the continuation scheme and the m-th step of the Newton method,
such that ∆µ∶=µn,m+1 −µn,m and ∆n∶=nn,m+1 −nn,m. Again, we have approximated ∂gi
∂µ
by −1. In (5.21), n¯T is
defined by
n¯T,j ∶=∆z2 (2 − δj0 − δjN)nT,j .
Finally, (5.21) is solved using a conjugate gradient method, where the Jacobian of the system is approximated
by introducing a cutoff of 5 for the intermolecular potential Φ (see also Sec. 4.1).
Remark that the approximation made for ∂gi
∂µ
does not affect the accuracy of the result. This is because the
defining equations g(µn,nn) of the isotherm are not affected. Instead, the approximation leads to negligible
deviations of the step size between two points of the iteration process (µn+1,nn+1) and (µn,nn) on the curve of
solutions.
5.2.1 The Maxwell Construction
Once a set of solutions (µ(s),n(s)) is computed, it is of particular interest to find solutions for which the excess
grand potential is equally large and which are at the same chemical potential. These solutions denote first
order wetting transitions, as we shall demonstrate in Sec. 5.3.2. The Maxwell construction offers an easy way
to compute such points. In order to introduce this method, we assume that the set of solutions is given in its
continuous form as (µ(s), n(s)(⋅)), where n(s)(⋅) is the continuous density profile at position s on the curve of
solutions.
The excess grand potential (3.108) is a function of the chemical potential and a functional of the density
profile n(⋅). Hence, the difference of the excess grand potential between two points on the curve can be written
as follows:
Ωex(s + θ) −Ωex(s) = ∫ s+θ
s
⎛⎝ ∂Ωex∂µ dµds ∣µ(s),n(s)(⋅) + ∫ ⎛⎝ δΩexδn (r) ∣µ(s),n(s)(⋅) dnds (r)⎞⎠dr⎞⎠ds,
where δΩex
δn(r) is the functional derivative of Ωex in r and Ωex as a function of the parameter s is the external
potential evaluated at (µ(s), n(s)(⋅)). n(s)(⋅) is a solution of the variational principle (3.82). Hence, the second
term in the integral vanishes such that we obtain
Ωex(s + θ) −Ωex(s) = ∫ s+θ
s
(∂Ωex
∂µ
dµ
ds
)ds = ∫ µ(s+θ)
µ(s) ∂Ωex∂µ dµ
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given that the mapping µ(⋅) ∶ [s, s + θ] → R is injective, i.e. given that there are no turning points with respect
to µ between s and s + θ. The derivative of Ωex (see Eqs.(3.108) and (3.87)) with respect to µ yields
∂Ωex
∂µ
= −∫
Vf
(n (r) − ng)dr = −Γ,
where Γ is the excess number of particles of the system, also denoted as adsorption. This gives
Ωex(s + θ) −Ωex(s) = −∫ µ(s+θ)
µ(s) Γ(µ)dµ.
Figure 5.5: Projection of a curve of solutions (µ(s), n(s)(⋅)) on a Γ − ∆µ - diagram. The multi-valued S-type
curve of solution is the signature of a first-order wetting transition.
We apply this equation on a scenario where the curve of solutions is multi-valued in µ as shown in Fig.5.5.
Then, the difference of the excess grand potential between points M and A corresponds with the area A2 enclosed
by the curve of solutions A-B-M and the dashed line in Fig. 5.5:
ΩM −ΩA = (ΩM −ΩB) + (ΩB −ΩA) = ∫ B
M
Γ(µ)dµ − ∫ B
A
Γ(µ)dµ = A2.
Analogously, ΩD −ΩM corresponds with the negative area A1 enclosed by M-C-D and the dashed line in Fig. 5.5.
ΩD −ΩM = (ΩD −ΩC) + (ΩC −ΩM) = −(∫ D
C
Γ(µ)dµ − ∫ M
C
Γ(µ)dµ) = −A1.
Hence, the solution in D has the same excess grand potential as the solution in A, if the areas A1 and A2 in the
Γ − µ-diagram are equally large:
ΩD −ΩA = A2 −A1
5.3 Wetting on a Planar Wall
5.3.1 The Isotherm
We now present connected sets of solutions of the extremal condition (4.4) that include metastable and unsta-
ble branches of the isotherms. These results were obtained using the pseudo arc length continuation method
introduced in Sec. 5.2. We will also present phase diagrams for the prewetting line and compare our results
with analytical predictions obtained from a SIA. We note that the majority of previous DFT computations trace
stable or metastable equilibrium density profiles, but not unstable branches, with a few notable exceptions which
use continuation schemes, e.g. the DFT study of polymer systems by Frischknecht et. al. [Frischknecht 2002].
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5.3.2 Isotherms for a Planar Wall
Figure 5.6: Γ–∆µ bifurcation diagram at T = 0.7 for a wall with εw = 0.8 and σw = 1.25. ∆µ is the deviation
of the chemical potential from its saturation value, µsat. The prewetting transition, marked by the dashed line,
occurs at chemical potential ∆µpw = −0.022. The inset subplots show the density n as a function of the distance
z from the wall in the ranges [0,0.7] over [0,12]
A typical bifurcation diagram of the adsorption Γ as a function of the deviation of the chemical potential
from its saturation value ∆µ, is shown in Fig. 5.6. At ∆µ = 0 the bulk gas and the bulk liquid phases are equally
stable, whereas for ∆µ < 0, the bulk gas phase is more stable.
The isotherm depicted in Fig. 5.6 is a multi-valued S-type curve with two turning points (saddle nodes). A
thin liquid film of at most a few molecular diameters is effectively formed between the wall and the gas and with
a few small oscillations in the density profile near the wall, corresponding to adsorption of the liquid particles
there. This film can only exist due to the attraction to the wall. For large negative ∆µ, the film is about one
molecular layer on the wall (Γ ≈ 1). In this case, the shape of the density distribution is similar to the profile
shown in subplot A of Fig. 5.6. With increasing ∆µ, point A is reached, where two equally stable states A and
D coexist, corresponding to a thin and a thick film, respectively. At A a first-order phase transition takes place,
also known as prewetting transition, and the corresponding value of the chemical potential will be denoted as
µpw. The line µ = µpw will be referred to as the prewetting line.
At µ+pw the lower branch stops representing equilibrium density profiles. The corresponding states are no
longer global minima of the grand potential, as can be inferred from Fig. 5.7 but local ones and the branch
from A to B is a metastable one. At point B a saddle-node bifurcation occurs connecting the metastable branch
A-B from the unstable branch B-C which is connected with the metastable branch C-D by a second saddle-node
bifurcation at C. We note that the location of the prewetting line can be obtained from a Maxwell construction
in which the area between the isotherm to the left of the line and the line equals to the area between the isotherm
to the right and the line (see also Sec. 5.2.1).
After crossing the prewetting line and as saturation line is approached, the thickness of the (single stable)
film tends to infinity and we approach the case of a liquid-gas interface in the absence of the wall, i.e. it is like
the wall is not even present – with the exception of course of the area close to it where the density oscillations
occur.
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Figure 5.7: The excess grand potential Ωex as a function of ∆µ in the vicinity of the prewetting transition in 5.6.
5.3.3 The Prewetting Line
The dependence of the prewetting chemical potential, µpw, as a function of temperature and the attractiveness
of the wall is of particular interest. Increasing the temperature results in the prewetting line shifted to the left.
At the same time, the jump of the film thickness between point A and point D decreases. Above a certain
temperature, the jump vanishes and we have a complete wetting scenario, for which the film thickness grows
continuously to infinity (see Fig. 5.8(c)) . On the other hand, decreasing the temperature will lead to a shift
of the prewetting transition chemical potential, µpw, towards the saturation value µsat. Let us denote with Tw
the temperature at which the prewetting line coincides with the saturation line. For temperatures below Tw, we
obtain a partial wetting scenario, characterized by a stable thin film at saturation (see Fig. 5.8(a)). We note that
µsat imposes an upper bound on µpw such that we cannot have µpw ≥ µsat (equivalently a Maxwell construction
in this region is not possible).
Figure 5.9 depicts the deviations of the chemical potential from the saturation one at prewetting, ∆µpw, and
at the left and right saddle nodes as a function of temperature. ∆µpw approaches saturation as (T − Tw)3/2.
Consequently, the slope of the prewetting line at Tw is zero:
d (∆µpw)
dT
∣
Tw
= 0
This appears to be in agreement with the analytical thermodynamical prediction based on Clapeyron-type equa-
tions by Hauge and Schick [Hauge 1983], who stated that the prewetting line approaches the saturation line
tangentially.
The influence of the attractiveness of the wall on the chemical potential at the prewetting line is shown
in Fig. 5.11. Similar to the dependence of the temperature, there is a εw,w which separates a partial wetting
scenario (εw < εw,w) from a complete wetting scenario, which is preceded by a prewetting transition. Increasing
the attractiveness of the wall above a certain value εw,cw leads to a complete wetting scenario. In the vicinity of
the transition from a prewetting scenario to a complete wetting scenario, the jump of the film thickness at the
prewetting transition decays as (εw,cw − εw)1/2 (see also Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13).
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(a) Partial Wetting (b) Complete Wetting, preceded by a prewetting transition
(c) Complete Wetting without prewetting transition
Figure 5.8: Plots of the isotherms of adsorption Γ over the deviation of the chemical potential from saturation
∆µ for (a) a partial wetting scenario at T = 0.6, (b) a complete wetting scenario, preceded by a prewetting
transition at T = 0.69 and (c) a complete wetting scenario without prewetting transition at T = 0.74. The wall
parameters are εw = 0.8 and σw = 1.25. The solid lines are the stable branches of the isotherms. The metastable
branches are the dot-dash lines whereas unstable branches are drawn as dotted lines.
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Figure 5.9: Deviations of the chemical potential from saturation at prewetting, ∆µpw, and at the left and right
saddle nodes as a function of temperature. The wall parameters are σw = 1.25 and εw = 0.8. The solid line is
the fit to ∆µpw(T ) = −C(T − Tw)3/2 with Tw = 0.62079. The resulting coefficient is C = 0.9839. The dashed line
marks the locus of the chemical potential at saturation for the given temperature, ∆µ = 0.
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Figure 5.10: Plot of the jump of the film thickness at the prewetting transition vs. the temperature. The solid
line is a fit to the equation `jump(T ) = C (Tcw−TT−Tw )1/2 with Tcw = 0.7235 and Tw = 0.62079. The resulting coefficient
is C = 5.2876. The small figures are Γ −∆µ diagrams for the temperatures T = 0.629,0.674 and 0.72 on a range
of [0,20σ] over [−0.04ε,0.08ε].
Figure 5.11: Deviations of the chemical potential from the saturation one at prewetting, ∆µpw, and at the left
and right saddle nodes as a function of the wall parameter εw at temperature T = 0.7 and for σw = 1.25. The
solid line is a fit to equation ∆µpw (εw) = −C(εw − εw,w)1.5, where εw,w = 0.7124. The resulting coefficient is
C = 0.8589.
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Figure 5.12: Isotherms of the film thickness ` over the deviation of the chemical potential from saturation for
a varying wall parameter εw at the vicinity of the transition from a complete wetting scenario to a prewetting
scenario at temperature T = 0.7 and for σw = 1.25. From left to right, the isotherms correspond to εw ={0.8367, 0.8364, 0.8362, 0.8360,0.8359, 0.8357, 0.8355, 0.8353, 0.8350, 0.8340, 0.8330, 0.8320, 0.8310}. The
squares are at the prewetting transitions of the respective isotherms, where the black square are at the stable
lower and upper branch and the white square is at the unstable branch.
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Figure 5.13: Plot of the jump of the film thickness at the prewetting transition vs. the wall parameter εw at
temperature T = 0.7 and for σw = 1.25. The black squares are the result of numerical computations, whereas
the solid line is a fit to the equation `jump(εw) = C ( εw,cw−εwεw−εw,w )1/2 with εw,cw = 0.8359 and εw,w = 0.7110. The
resulting coefficient is C = 4.85.
5.3.4 Analytic Prediction
The SIA (5.4) is applied on the case of a planar wall W = R2 ×R−. The film volume is given by Vf = R2 × [δ, `)
and the volume of the bulk gas is given by VB = R2 × [`,∞). In this case, it is useful to introduce an excess
grand potential per unit area γwall,∞, which corresponds to the surface energy of the wall, as a function of the
film thickness. (5.4) yields
γSIAwall,∞(`) = −∆µ∆n` + γSIAwl,∞ + γSIAlg,∞ + γSIAB,∞(`), (5.22)
where (5.5),(5.6) and (5.7) yield
γSIAwl,∞ = −n2l2 ∫ δ−∞ ∫ ∞δ ΦPla (∣z − z′∣)dz′dz + nl ∫ ∞δ VPla(z)dz= 3
4
pin2l + nl ∫ ∞
δ
VPla(z)dz,
γSIAlg,∞ = −∆n22 ∫ `−∞ ∫ ∞` ΦPla (∣z − z′∣)dz′dz= 3
4
pi∆n2,
and γSIAB,∞(`) = nl∆n∫ δ−∞ ∫ ∞` ΦPla(∣z − z′∣)dz′dz −∆n∫ ∞` VPla(z)dz= ∆n∫ ∞
`
(nlΨPla(z − δ) − VPla(z))dz
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The only term carrying a `-dependence is the binding potential γSIAB,∞(`). Hence, minimizing γSIAwall,∞ with respect
to ` yields
∆n (−∆µ − nlΨPla(` − δ) + VPla(`)) = 0
Now, assume that ` ≫ 1. The repulsive part of the wall potential (4.12) as well as the repulsive part of the
interaction potential (4.11) is neglected, as they are of order `−9 whereas the attractive part is of order `−3. This
leads to
−∆µ = 2
3
pi (εwσ6w
`3
− nl(` − δ)3 ) +O (`−9) (5.23)
In order to compare this analytical prediction with the numerical results obtained from the continuation method,
the film thickness has to be written as a functional of the density profile n (⋅). This is done such that the
adsorption Γ of n(⋅) corresponds with the adsorption of the sharp-interface profile nSIA` . (4.13) yields
Γ[n (⋅)] =Γ[nSIP` (⋅)]⇒ `[n (⋅)]∶=δ + 1
∆n
Γ[n (⋅)],
where δ is the thickness of the liquid-gas interface, usually a value around 0.9. In Fig. 5.14, the prediction (5.23)
is compared with numerical results showing a very good agreement for large film thicknesses.
Figure 5.14: Log-log plot of the film thickness ` as a function of deviation of the chemical potential from saturation
∆µ for T = 0.7 and wall parameters εw = 0.8 and σw = 1.25. The solid line is the analytical prediction in Eq.(5.23)
obtained from a SIA, demonstrating that adsorption divergence upon approaching coexistence satisfies a power
law ` ∼ ∆µ−1/3, which is characteristic for the complete wetting regime of long range potentials.
5.4 Wetting on a Curved Substrate
We now examine the influence of curved substrates on wetting. As pointed out in Sec. 4.3 we use a spherical
wall as a model system. Unlike the planar case, the liquid-gas surface tension now influences significantly the
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wetting behavior. This leads to inaccuracies of the SIA. Hence, we will employ the PFA as an analytical method
to obtain equilibrium film thicknesses. Here, we show that based on some simple assumptions for the density
profile at the wall-liquid and the liquid-gas interface, one can obtain a simple and exact equation relating the
film thickness ` and the chemical potential µ with the radius of the substrate R.
5.4.1 Isotherms for a Spherical Wall
Figure 5.15: Γ−∆µ bifurcation diagram for T = 0.7 for a sphere with radius R = 100 and with parameters εw = 0.8
and σw = 1.25. The inset subplots show the density ρ over the distance from the wall (r−R) in the ranges [0,0.7]
over [0,80]. The point A is at saturation ∆µ = 0. It separates the stable branch to the left from the metastable
branch to the right. Point B is at the right turning point, whereas point C is at the unstable branch. µpw is at
the first prewetting transition.
Fig. 5.15 depicts a typical isotherm for a prewetting situation on a spherical wall. For low values of the
adsorption Γ, there is a multi-valued S-type curve similar to the planar case in Fig. 5.6. This is the signature of
a first-order wetting transition at µpw which separates the lower stable branch for a very thin film at µ < µpw
from the upper stable branch at µpw < µ < µsat.
The most striking difference to the isotherm for a planar wall is, that the isotherm crosses the saturation
line in A. For positive values of ∆µ, the bulk liquid phase is more stable than a thin liquid film in a bulk gas
phase, which means that the isotherm to the right of the saturation line is not stable and consequently, a second
first-order wetting transition has to take place in A. We conclude that, unlike the planar prewetting case where
the film thickness goes smoothly to infinity as saturation is approached, the spherical case isotherm exhibits a
maximal film thickness `∗. Physically, this can be explained by the fact that the surface of the liquid-gas interface
grows with increasing film thickness. Hence, the surface energy of the liquid gas interface competes with the
energy necessary to increase the liquid film. As a result, one obtains a maximal film thickness l∗.
As we shall demonstrate in Sec. 5.4.2.2, the unstable branch above point B in Fig. 5.15 approaches saturation
as slowly as ∆µ−1. Remark that this branch approaches saturation from the right. This means that the excess
grand potential increases (see also Sec. 5.2.1), which leads to a structural change in the plot of the excess grand
potential over the chemical potential as in Fig. 5.16, when compared to the planar case in Fig. 5.7.
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The appearance of a maximal film thickness has a direct impact on the nature of wetting transitions as shown
in Fig. 5.8 for a planar wall. There, we have compared the isotherms for a complete wetting scenario with
and without a prewetting transition and a partial wetting scenario. The corresponding isotherms on a spherical
substrate for a complete wetting and a pre-wetting scenario have an additional first order wetting transition at
µsat ( see Fig. 5.17). In the pre-wetting scenario, there are two first order wetting transitions (Fig. 5.17(b)).
In Fig. 5.17(c), the analogous scenario to a complete wetting scenario in the planar case is shown. Here, the
adsorption does not go to infinity as µ→ µ−sat, but instead is limited by a maximal film thickness `∗.
In Figure 5.18 typical isotherms for a prewetting situation in the planar and the spherical case are compared.
The most striking property of the spherical case isotherm is that it is shifted to the right compared to its
counterpart in the planar case. In Sec. 5.4.2.1 we shall demonstrate analytically that for a large radius of the
sphere R and large film thickness ` such that R≫ `≫ 1, this shift corresponds precisely to the Laplace pressure
2γlg,∞/R.
In the subplots of Fig. 5.18, the density profiles of the spherical and the planar case are compared. For
the points B and C, which are at the same film thicknesses as B’ and C’, respectively, the density profiles are
practically indistinguishable. The subplot A,A′ shows the density profiles at the upper branch of the prewetting
transition at µ+pw. The differences in the profiles indicate that the film thickness at the prewetting transition
changes with the curvature of the substrate.
5.4.2 Analytic Prediction
The SIA has been one of the most used techniques to analyze wetting on substrates analytically. For chemical
potentials close to saturation, this approximation leads to a simplified formulation of the excess grand potential
as a function of the wall-liquid and the liquid-gas surface tension, as well a binding potential ΩB (see also Eq.
(5.4)). In order to show that the SIA is an accurate method to predict the asymptotic behavior of the isotherm
as it approaches saturation µ→ µ−sat, Napiórkowski and Dietrich [Napiórkowski 1986] calculated the excess grand
potential of a profile for which the density is assumed to be everywhere constant except in the liquid-gas interface:
n(z) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if z ≤ δ
nl if δ < z < ` − κ/2
nlg(z − `) if ` − κ/2 ≤ z ≤ ` + κ/2
ng if ` + κ/2 < z
, (5.24)
where κ is the width of the liquid-gas interface, nlg(z) is its shape and δ is the width of the wall-liquid interface.
This test function is similar to the PFA introduced in Sec. 5.1.2. Similar to (5.14), Napiórkowski and Dietrich
wrote the excess grand potential as the sum of one term considering the deviation of the chemical potential from
saturation, the liquid-gas and the wall-liquid surface tension as well as a binding potential. In the planar case,
the liquid-gas surface tension does not depend on the film thickness `, which leads to the conclusion:
"At coexistence, the binding potential [..] carries the only ` dependence of [Ωex] and contains the
information about wetting transitions."[Napiórkowski 1986]
In the limit of a large film thickness ` → ∞, the binding potential of the PFA corresponds with the binding
potential of the SIA in the planar case. Consequently, the wetting behavior close to saturation in the planar case
can be predicted by the SIA.
However, this is not true for the spherical case. As we shall demonstrate shortly, the main reason for this is
that the term in the excess grand potential including the liquid-gas surface tension depends on the film thickness
`. But, as it is shown in Sec. 4.2.2, there is a huge discrepancy between the exact surface tension and the
sharp-interface surface tension. Thus leads to significant errors of the SIA in the spherical case.
In order to investigate the influence of the smooth interface on the wetting behavior, we make use of the PFA
for the spherical case. The test function (5.8), with a spherical wallW = {r ∈ R3 ∶ ∣r∣ < R}, the wall-liquid interface
volume Vwl = {r ∈ R3 ∶ R ≤ ∣r∣ < R + δ}, the film volume Vf = {r ∈ R3 ∶ R + δ ≤ ∣r∣ < R + ` − κ/2}, the volume of the
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liquid-gas interface Vf = {r ∈ R3 ∶ R+`−κ/2 ≤ ∣r∣ < R+`+κ/2} and the bulk volume VB = {r ∈ R3 ∶ R+`+κ/2 ≤ ∣r∣}
yields:
nPFA(r) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if r ∈ [0,R)
nwl(r −R) if r ∈ [R,R + δ)
nl if r ∈ [R + δ,R + ` − κ2 )
nlg(r −R − `) if r ∈ [R + ` − κ2 ,R + ` + κ2 )
ng if r ∈ [R + ` + κ2 ,∞)
.
We assume that the density at the wall-liquid interface is bounded from above by the liquid bulk density:
nwl(r) < nl. Furthermore, we assume that nlg(r) is a monotonically decreasing function. ` is such that it defines
the position of the Gibbs-dividing surface of the liquid-gas interface:
4pi∫ R+`
R+`−κ/2 r2 (nPFA(r) − nl)dr + 4pi∫ R+`+κ/2R+` r2 (nPFA(r) − ng)dr = 0.
In this case, the excess grand potential (5.14) yields
ΩPFAex,sph(R, `, δ, κ,{nlg(r −R − `)},{nwl(r −R)}) = − 43pi∆µ∆n ((R + `)3 −R3)++ΩPFAlg,sph(R + `, κ,{nlg(r −R − `)})++ΩPFAwl,sph(R, δ,{nwl(r −R)})++ΩPFAB,sph (R, `, δ, κ,{nwl(r −R)},{nlg(r −R − `)}) ,
where the liquid-gas excess grand potential (5.11) is
ΩPFAlg,sph(R,κ,{nlg(r)})∶= − 4pi∫ R
R−κ/2 r2 (p (nlg(r)) − p (nl))dr − 4pi∫ R+κ/2R r2 (p (nlg(r)) − p (ng))dr−
− 2pi (∫ R+κ/2
R−κ/2 ((nlg(r) − nl)2 Ψin,R−κ/2 (r) + (nlg(r) − ng)2 Ψout,R+κ/2 (r)) r2dr)+
+ 2pi∫ R+κ/2
R−κ/2 ∫ R+κ/2R−κ/2 r2nlg(r) (nlg(r′) − nlg(r))ΦSph (r, r′)dr′dr−
− 2pi(nl − ng)2 ∫ R−κ/2
0
∫ ∞
R+κ/2 r2Φsph (r, r′)dr′dr,
and the wall-liquid excess grand potential (5.10) is
ΩPFAwl,sph(R, δ,{nwl(r)})∶= − 4pi∫ R+δ
R
r2 (p (nwl(r)) − p (nl))dr−
− 2pi∫ R+δ
R
((nwl(r) − nl)2 Ψout,R+δ (r) + nwl(r)2Ψin,R (r)) r2dr+
+ 2pi∫ R+δ
R
∫ R+δ
R
nwl(r)r2 (nwl(r′) − nwl(r))ΦSph (r, r′)dr′dr−
− 2pin2l ∫ R0 ∫ ∞R+δ r2ΦSph (r, r′)dr′dr++ 4pi∫ R+δ
R
Vsph,R(r)r2nwl(r)dr + 4pinl ∫ ∞
R+δ r2Vsph,R(r)dr.
The binding potential (5.15) in the spherical case yields
ΩPFAB,sph (R, `, δ, κ,{nwl(r)},{nlg(r)}) ∶=4pi∫ R+δ0 ∫ ∞R+`−κ/2 (nl − n(r′)) (nl − n(r))ΦSph (r, r′) r2dr′dr−− 4pi∫ ∞
R+`−κ/2 (nl − n(r))Vsph,R(r)r2dr. (5.25)
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For the liquid-gas excess grand potential ΩPFAlg,sph(R,κ,{nlg(⋅)}) it is assumed that the density-profile of the
liquid-gas interface nlg(r) corresponds to the density profile of a drop of radius R. This allows to approximate
the excess grand potential by the liquid-gas surface tension γlg,R of the drop times its surface:
Ωlg,ex(R,κ,{nlg(r)}) = 4piR2γlg,R. (5.26)
We now minimize the excess grand potential ΩPFAex,sph with respect to the film thickness `. Doing this, we assume
that the shape of the wall-liquid interface, given by δ and nwl(r), is constant. This yields
dΩPFAex,sph
d`
= − 4pi∆µ∆n (R + `)2 + 8pi(R + `)γlg,R+` + 4pi(R + `)2 dγlg,R+`d` + (5.27)+ 4pi∫ R+δ
0
(nl − n(r′)) ⋅ h(r′)dr′ − 4pi∫ R+l+κ/2
R+`−κ/2 n′lg(r −R − `)Vsph,R(r)r2dr,
where h(r′) is defined by:
h(r′)∶=∫ R+`+κ/2
R+`−κ/2 n′lg(r −R − `)ΦSph(r, r′)r2dr.
We first consider how expression (5.27) depends on the profile of the wall-liquid interface. Indeed, the fourth
term, which is the derivative of the binding potential ΩPFAB,sph defined in Eq. (5.25), is the only term having such
a dependence. Notice that the fourth term is an integral over the product of the positive terms (nl − n(r)) and
h(r′). It can hence be simplified by replacing nl − n(r) by its upper limit, nl, and by reducing the domain of
integration from [0,R + δ] to [0,R + δ∗] for some δ∗ ∈ (0, δ) such that:
∫ R+δ
0
(nl − n(r))h(r′)dr′ = nl ∫ R+δ∗
0
h(r′)dr′. (5.28)
Effectively, with this expression we replaced the wall-liquid interface nwl(r) by the auxiliary parameter δ∗. The
fourth term of Eq. (5.27) can be written as
4pinl ∫ R+δ∗
0
∫ R+`+κ/2
R+`−κ/2 n′lg(r −R − `)ΦSph(r, r′)r2drdr′ = 4pinl ∫ R+`+κ/2R+`−κ/2 n′lg(r −R − `)Ψin,R+δ∗(r, r′)r2dr,
where Ψin,R+δ∗(r) is defined in Eq. (4.18). The remaining terms of Eq. (5.27), in particular (5.29) and the fifth
term, also involve the density profile of the liquid-gas interface, nlg(r). They are both of the following form:
∫ κ/2−κ/2 n′lg(r)(r)fI,V (R + ` + r)dr, (5.29)
where fI ∶=nlr2Ψin,R+δ∗(r) and fV ∶=Vsph,R(r)r2 (see Eq. (4.19)). Both quantities fI,V are negative. Consequently,
the mean value theorem for integrals can be employed such that
∫ κ/2−κ/2 n′lg(r)fI,V (R + ` + r)dr = −∆nfI,V (R + ` + ξI,V ), (5.30)
for some ξI,V ∈ (−κ/2, κ/2), where we made use of the fact that ∫ n′lg(r)dr = −∆n. Here, the shape of the
liquid-gas interface was replaced by the auxiliary parameters ξI and ξV .
Now, insert (5.30) into expression (5.27) and set it to zero. Division by 4pi∆n(R + l)2 leads to the following
relation between the chemical potential ∆µ and the film thickness `:
0 = −∆µ + 2γlg,R+`
∆n(R + `) + 1∆n dγlg,R+`d` −
− nlΨin,R+δ∗(R + ` + ξI) (1 + ξI
R + `)2 + Vsph,R(R + ` + ξV ) (1 + ξVR + `)2 . (5.31)
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In order to compare this analytical prediction with numerical results, the film thickness ` is written as a functional
of the density distribution n(r) such that the adsorption corresponds with the adsorption of a film in the SIA
with film thickness `:
Γ[n(⋅)] = ∆n∫ R+`
R+δ ( rR)2 dr
⇒ `[n(⋅)] = (3R2Γ[n(⋅)]
pi∆n
+ (R + δ)3)1/3 −R
5.4.2.1 Asymptotic Behavior for Substrates with Large Radii
By fixing the film thickness ` and expanding expression (5.31) for large radius of the wall, R →∞, we expect to
regain the planar `−3- law (5.23) from SIA. The first and second term of (5.31) are expanded for R →∞ to yield,
2γlg,R+l
R + ` + dγlg,R+`d` = 2γlg,∞R +O ( 1R2 ) , (5.32)
where we made use of the expansion in Eq. (3.110) for the spherical surface tension, γlg,R+l. Subsequently, the
third and fourth term of Eq. (5.31) are expanded for ` → ∞. We will do the computations for the fourth term
involving the external potential (4.19) first. We assume that R−1 ≪ 1 and approximate
(1 + ξV
R + `)2 ≈ 1.
For r˜ = ` + ξV , we get
Vsph,R(R + r˜) = εwσ3wpi σw3(r˜ +R) (σ8w30 ( r˜ + 10R(r˜ + 2R)9 − r˜ − 8Rr˜9 ) + σ2w ( r˜ − 2Rr˜3 − r˜ + 4R(r˜ + 2R)3 ))
The first terms is of order O (R−9) and is neglected in the following. Rearranging the equation above yields
Vsph,R(R + r˜) ≈ εwσ4wpi3r˜3 ⎛⎝ σ8w30r˜6 8 − r˜R1 + r˜
R
− 2σ2w(1 + r˜2R)3
⎞⎠ .
Now, we assume that the fraction r˜
R
is small and expand around zero. This means that we assume that the
radius of the substrate is significantly larger than the film thickness. This yields
8 − r˜
R
1 + r˜
R
= 8 +O ( r˜
R
)
1(1 + r˜2R)3 = 1 +O (
r˜
R
)
Hence, we obtain
Vsph,R(R + r˜) ≈ εwσ6wpi3r˜3 (−2 + 8σ6wr˜6 +O ( r˜R)) .
We neglect terms of order r˜
R
. In one further step, r˜ is supposed to be large, such that r˜−6 ≪ 1. This leads to
Vsph,R(R + r˜) ≈ −2εwσ6wpi3r˜3 ,
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which finally yields
Vsph,R(R + ` + ξV ) ≈ −23εwσ6wpi 1`3
where we made the assumption ξV ≪ ` (recall that ξV ∈ (−κ/2, κ/2)). The third term of Eq. (5.31) can be
simplified analogously (compare (4.19) with (4.18)) such that we obtain
− nlΨin,R+δ∗(R + ` + ξI) (1 + ξI
R + `)2 + Vsph,R(R + ` + ξV ) (1 + ξVR + `)2 ≈ 2pi3`3 (nl − εwσ6w) . (5.33)
for ξI,V ≪ `, R−1 ≪ 1 and `R ≪ 1. Inserting (5.33) and (5.32) into (5.31) yields,
∆µ − 2γlg,∞
R∆n
≈ 2pi
3`3
(nl − εwσ6w) . (5.34)
From the left-hand-side of Eq. (5.34) it is evident that the deviation of the chemical potential from saturation
times the density difference, ∆µ∆n, equilibrates the Laplace pressure 2γlg,∞/R.
This property manifests itself if density profiles for a planar wall at ∆µ < 0 are compared with density profiles
at saturation for spherical walls. Here, we choose R such that 2γlg,∞/R is equal to ∆n∣∆µ∣. In Fig. 5.19 we see
a very good agreement between the two density profiles. This result is rather surprising, as we only expected
to have an equivalence of the film thicknesses, but obtained equal density profiles for a planar and a spherical
substrate. A similar result was obtained by Stewart and Evans for drying on a hard spherical wall [Stewart 2005].
The approximations made here are also valid for the critical film thickness l∗ at which the isotherm crosses
the saturation line as in Fig. 5.18. Setting ∆µ to zero in (5.34) leads to an R1/3 dependence of the critical film
thickness. In Fig. 5.20, this approximation is favorably compared with numerical results. Furthermore, it is
shown in Fig. 5.21 that the chemical potential at the prewetting transition and at the saddle nodes of bifurcation
approaches its value in the limit of zero curvature as ∼ 1/R.
5.4.2.2 Asymptotic Behavior for Large Film Thickness
Assume now that the radius of the wall R is fixed, whereas the film thickness ` is increased. It can be shown
that for large `, the external potential Vsph,R(R + l + ξV ) as well as the contribution of the binding potential
Ψin,R+δ∗ (R + l + ξI) have an `−3-leading-order behavior. For r˜ = ` + ξV , we get
Vsph,R(R + r˜) = εwσ3wpi σw3(r˜ +R) (σ8w30 ( r˜ + 10R(r˜ + 2R)9 − r˜ − 8Rr˜9 ) + σ2w ( r˜ − 2Rr˜3 − r˜ + 4R(r˜ + 2R)3 ))= O (r˜−3)⇒ Vsph,R(R + ` + ξV ) =O (`−3) .
We resume that in (5.31), in the limit ` → ∞, the deviation of the chemical potential ∆µ has to balance the
second term like,
∆µ = 2γlg,∞
∆n(R + `) +O ( 1`2 ) , (5.35)
where we replaced the spherical surface tension by the planar one from Eq. (3.110). This analytical result is in
very good agreement with numerical results obtained from the full system as shown in Fig. 5.22. Consequently,
the unstable branch of the spherical isotherms approaches saturation asymptotically as ∼ ∆µ−1.
Finally, we note that the good agreement between the analytical and numerical results suggests that two of
the basic underlying assumptions in our analysis need not be improved. These are: (i) the fact that the influence
of the tails of the liquid-gas interface has not been addressed; (ii) we have assumed that the shape of the liquid-gas
density profile of a droplet does not change with its radius.
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Figure 5.16: Plot of the excess grand potential Ωex over the deviation of the chemical potential from saturation,
∆µ, for the wetting transition in Fig. 5.15
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(a) Partial Wetting (b) Prewetting Transition
(c) Pseudo-Complete Wetting
Figure 5.17: Plots of the isotherms of adsorption Γ over the deviation of the chemical potential from saturation
∆µ for a spherical substrate with radius R = 100 for (a) a partial wetting scenario at T = 0.68, (b) a prewetting
scenario at T = 0.71 and (c) a pseudo-complete wetting scenario at T = 0.76. The wall parameters are εw = 0.8
and σw = 1.25. The solid lines are the stable branches of the isotherms. The metastable branches are the dot-dash
lines whereas unstable branches are drawn as dotted lines.
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Figure 5.18: Isotherms and density profiles for a planar wall (dashed lines) and a sphere with R = 100 (solid lines)
at T = 0.7 and with wall parameters εw = 0.8 and σw = 1.25. In order to compare the planar to the spherical case,
the film thickness instead of adsorption is used as a measure. The subplots in the inset show the dimensionless
density n as a function of the distance from the wall z and (r − R) for the planar and the spherical cases,
respectively. The points A and A′ are at the prewetting transitions. Points B,B′ and C,C ′ correspond to the
same film thickness; for these points, the planar and the spherical density profiles are practically indistinguishable.
B′ is at saturation whereas C is chosen such that the film thickness ` is 20.
Figure 5.19: Plots of density as a function of the distance from the wall for three pairs of planar and spherical
walls for a temperature T = 0.7 and wall parameters εw = 0.8 and σw = 1.2. The planar density profiles (solid lines)
were computed for ∆µ = −0.00580,−0.00227,−0.00095, from the left to the right. The spherical density profiles
(dashed lines) were computed at saturation ∆µ = 0 with radii R = 264.808,680.057,1616.089, such that 2γlg,∞/R
in the spherical case equals to ∆n∣∆µ∣ in the planar case as in Eq. (5.34). As ∆µ → 0+, the planar/spherical
profiles are practically indistinguishable.
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Figure 5.20: Plot of the film thickness at saturation as a function the radius of a spherical wall for εw = 0.8 and
σw = 1.25 at T = 0.7. The solid line is the analytical prediction (5.34) for ∆µ = 0.
Figure 5.21: Deviations of the chemical potential from the saturation one at prewetting, ∆µpw and at the left
and right saddle nodes as a function of the radius of the spherical substrate. The wall parameters are σw = 1.25
and εw = 0.8. In the limit of zero curvature, the deviations of the chemical potential converge to the planar
values ∆µpw,R=∞ = −0.0222, ∆µl,R=∞ = −0.0261 and ∆µr,R=∞ = −0.0150. The solid and dotted lines are fits to
the equation ∆µ{pw,l,r}(R) = ∆µ{pw,l,r},R=∞ + C{pw,l,r}R . The resulting coefficients are Cpw = 2.00, Cl = 1.8765 and
Cr = 2.33.
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Figure 5.22: Log-log plot of the film thickness (R + `) as a function of the deviation of the chemical potential
from saturation for a spherical wall with radius R = 100 and parameters εw = 0.8 and σw = 1.25 at temperature
T = 0.7. The solid line is the prediction in Eq. (5.35) with γlg,∞ = 0.517 and the crosses are calculations for a
planar liquid-gas interface and ∆n = 0.6709.
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Conclusion
We have analyzed wetting of a simple fluid on one-dimensional substrates, namely a planar wall and a sphere,
which are characterized by translational and rotational invariances, respectively. The fluid was modeled through
density-functional theory coupled with a simple mean-field approach.
We have evaluated the surface tension of a liquid-gas interface for a fixed temperature as a function of the
steepness of a tanh-density profile. We conclude that due to big differences between the global minimum and
the sharp interface limit, the sharp interface approximation (SIA) is no appropriate method for the prediction of
the liquid-gas surface tension. This property leads to inconsistencies if the SIA is used for the prediction of the
wetting behavior on curved substrates.
A method which avoids these inconsistencies is the piecewise-function approximation (PFA), where the density
is assumed to be everywhere constant except at the wall-liquid and the liquid-gas interface where it varies
smoothly. We have introduced formalisms in order to apply the PFA and the SIA for general geometries.
Additionally to these analytical techniques, we minimize the grand potential numerically. We have introduced
a novel pseudo arc-length continuation procedure to trace the full bifurcation diagram of the adsorption over the
chemical potential including unstable branches and saddle nodes as functions of the temperature.
Our main results can be summarized as follows:
1. We have examined numerically the jump of the film thickness at the prewetting transition as a function of
temperature and the attractiveness of the wall. We have also given phase diagrams for the deviation of the
chemical potential from saturation at the prewetting transition as a function of the temperature and the
wall parameter εw. In the vicinity of the transition from a complete wetting to a prewetting scenario, we
have shown isotherms of the film thickness over the chemical potential .
2. In the case of a spherical wall, the numerical results show an additional first-order wetting transition at
saturation. In contrast to the isotherm for a planar wall, the film thickness does not go to infinity as
saturation is approached. Instead, we get a maximal film thickness `∗.
3. We have examined analytically the wetting behavior on curved substrates with the PFA. Unlike the planar
case, the liquid-gas surface tension has an influence on the asymptotic behavior of the isotherm. A number
of auxiliary parameters have been introduced as representatives for the effect of the exact shape of the
liquid-gas and wall-liquid density profiles. This has allowed us to perform two separate expansions in the
film thickness and in the radius of the wall. The SIA, quite popular for planar substrates, is shown to lead
to inaccurate predictions for wetting on curved substrates. On the other hand, our PFA offers a relatively
simple and self-consistent way to examine wetting on curved substrates.
4. We have shown analytically that the maximal film thickness `∗ has a leading-order behavior ∼ R1/3, R≫ 1,
where R is the radius of the spherical wall. As a result, we can obtain the dependence of a (microscopic)
critical film thickness on the radius of a (mesoscopic) wall.
5. We have shown analytically that for R ≫ ` ≫ 1, ∆n∆µ equilibrates the Laplace pressure 2γlg,∞/R. This
is in agreement with numerical results, where we have compared the density profiles of a thin film on
a planar substrate at ∆µ < 0 with the density profiles on a spherical substrate at saturation such that
∆n∣∆µ∣ = 2γlg,∞/R, for which we obtained a very good agreement. We have also shown that the shift
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of the chemical potential at the prewetting transition, ∆µpw as a function of the radius of the substrate,
approaches its planar limit as 1/R.
6. We have shown the appearance of a second unstable branch of the isotherm in the spherical case. This
branch approaches saturation asymptotically from the right with ∼ ∆µ−1 as ∆µ → 0+. Again, comparison
of the analytical with the numerical results gave a very good agreement.
We believe that the model presented here allows for a qualitative description of the microscopic behavior of
thin films on solid substrates. Nevertheless, a number of improvements can be made: (i) by using a fundamental
measure theory for the reference part of the fluid which, in general, would lead to more pronounced oscillatory
effects close to the wall; (ii) use more accurate models for the hard sphere diameter d; (iii) refine the attractive
part of the model which would lead to a more accurate prediction of the homogeneous limit. The model used in
this work allows drawing qualitative conclusions about the wetting behavior on substrates.
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Chapter 8
Appendix
T µsat ng nl
0.25 −4.718520757 1.213644469 ⋅ 10−8 1.127211727
0.3 −4.434056675 7.278758914 ⋅ 10−7 1.069152485
0.4 −4.011264150 8.446901093 ⋅ 10−5 0.9649884199
0.5 −3.728205634 1.126155592 ⋅ 10−3 0.8700695119
0.55 −3.626461863 2.732555380 ⋅ 10−3 0.8243739417
0.6 −3.546705118 5.609208593 ⋅ 10−3 0.7791390130
0.65 −3.486303570 1.021152841 ⋅ 10−2 0.7338582420
0.7 −3.443050923 1.703790008 ⋅ 10−2 0.6879908811
0.75 −3.415074850 2.668164774 ⋅ 10−2 0.6408950758
0.8 −3.400773052 3.994135433 ⋅ 10−2 0.5917145822
0.85 −3.398765436 5.805717753 ⋅ 10−2 0.5391442686
0.9 −3.407856740 8.332134885 ⋅ 10−2 0.4808226348
0.95 −3.427006546 0.1213047530 0.4111080056
1.0 −3.455304914 0.2028151078 0.2991224633
1.003 −3.457275772 0.2155452967 0.2846022041
1.006172833 −3.459392667 0.2491294675 0.2491294675
Table 8.1: Values of the bulk gas and bulk liquid densities and the chemical potential at saturation for different
temperatures. At saturation, the bulk liquid and gas phases are equally stable. All values are in dimensionless
form (see Sec. 3.5)
8.1 Barker and Henderson Approach
This expansion was first presented by Barker and Henderson in 1967 [Barker 1967b] who developed an expression
for the Helmholtz free energy F of a homogeneous canonical system. In a canonical system, the free energy is
given by
F = −β−1 lnZC , (8.1)
where the partition function ZC is defined in (3.5). This expression is directly linked with the Hamiltonian of
the system, which is the sum of the kinetic energy Ek, the particle interaction energy U and the external energy
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Figure 8.1: Jump of the film thickness at the prewetting transition vs. the radius of the spherical substrate. In
the limit of zero curvature, the jump is `jump,∞ = 3.10067. The solid line is a fit to the equation `jump(R) =
`jump,∞ + CR , where the resulting coefficient is C = 65.0.
Vext. Neglecting the external potential, the canonical partition function can be rewritten as follows:
ZC = 1
h3NN !
x
e−βUattre−β(Ek+UHS)dpNdrN , (8.2)
where the perturbation Uattr can be written as a sum of pair potentials
Uattr (rN) = 12 ∑i≠j φattr (∣ri − rj ∣) . (8.3)
Now, Barker and Henderson assumed that Ni is the number of pairs of particles which have a distance r ∈[Ri,Ri+1), where (Ri)i is a sequence of increasing positive real numbers. In this case, the perturbation can be
written in discrete form as
Uattr (rN) =∑
i
Niφ
i
attr, (8.4)
where φiattr is an approximation for the attractive interaction energy of particles with distance r ∈ [Ri,Ri+1). We
say that for a reference hard-sphere fluid, the number of pairs of particles at distance [Ri,Ri+1) is ⟨Ni⟩HS . This
leads to the following split of Ni into the average with respect to the reference fluid plus a respective deviation:
Uattr =∑
i
⟨Ni⟩HS φiattr +∑
i
(Ni − ⟨Ni⟩HS)φiattr. (8.5)
The average ⟨⋅⟩HS with respect to the reference system is defined as
⟨⋅⟩HS ∶= 1ZC,HS 1h3NN !x ⋅ e−β(Ek+UHS)dpNdrN ,
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where ZC,HS is the canonical partition function of the reference system:
ZC,HS ∶= 1
h3NN !
x
e−β(Ek+UHS)dpNdrN .
The result obtained for (8.5) is inserted in (8.2):
ZC = ZC,HS exp(−β∑
i
⟨Ni⟩HS φiattr)⟨exp(−β∑
i
(Ni − ⟨Ni⟩HS)φiattr)⟩
HS
.
This equation is inserted in (8.1), which establishes a link between the partition function ZC and the Helmholtz
free energy. The first term on the right hand side of the equation above results in the hard-sphere free energy
FHS = −β−1 lnZC,HS of the reference system. Hence, we get:
F − FHS =∑
i
⟨Ni⟩HS φiattr − β−1 ln ⟨exp(−β∑
i
(Ni − ⟨Ni⟩)φiattr)⟩
HS
Remark that in the last term, the argument of the exponential function is zero if Ni equals ⟨Ni⟩HS , i.e. if the fluid
corresponds to the reference fluid. Hence, we expand the exponential function around zero and the logarithm
around one. This yields
F − FHS =∑
i
⟨Ni⟩HS φiattr − β2 ∑i,j (⟨NiNj⟩HS − ⟨Ni⟩HS ⟨Nj⟩HS)φiattrφjattr +O (β2) . (8.6)
We now have to find expressions for the average of Ni as well as for the covariance of Ni and Nj , given by⟨NiNj⟩HS − ⟨Ni⟩HS ⟨Nj⟩HS . ⟨Ni⟩HS is the average number of pairs of particles in a homogeneous hard-sphere
fluid which have the distance ∣ri − rj ∣ ∈ [Ri,Ri+1). This can be written in terms of the two particle distribution
n
(2)
HS (r1, r2), i.e. in terms of the average probability that there will be two particles at the positions r1 and r2
simultaneously [Plischke 2005].
n
(2)
HS (r1, r2) ∶= ⟨δ (r1 − r) δ (r2 − r)⟩HS . (8.7)
This yields
⟨Ni⟩HS = 12 x
Ri<∣r−r′∣<Ri+1 n
(2)
HS (r, r′)dr′dr. (8.8)
We can rewrite the first term in (8.6) in continuum description and get
∑
i
⟨Ni⟩HS φiattr = 12 ∑i
x
Ri<∣r−r′∣<Ri+1 n
(2)
HS (r, r′)φiattrdr′dr
≈ 1
2
x
n
(2)
HS (r, r′)φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr. (8.9)
Now, an approximation for the second term of expansion (8.6) has to be found. In a homogeneous system,
Ni represents the number of particles in a spherical shell surrounding one molecule. For large macroscopic shells,
Barker and Henderson assumed that the number of molecules in different shells is uncorrelated. This means that
we can set ⟨NiNj⟩ − ⟨Ni⟩ ⟨Nj⟩ = 0 for i ≠ j. For a known average density n, the fluctuation of the number of
particles can be written as
⟨N2i ⟩ − ⟨Ni⟩2 = β−1 ⟨Ni⟩ ∂n∂p , (8.10)
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where p is the pressure of the system. For more details, see also Plischke and Bergersen [Plischke 2005, p.42].
Consequently, the second term on the right hand side of (8.6) can be written as:
−β
2 ∑i,j (⟨NiNj⟩HS − ⟨Ni⟩HS ⟨Nj⟩HS)φiattrφjattr = −12 ∑i ⟨Ni⟩HS (φiattr)2 ∂n∂p(8.8)≈ − 1
4
x
n
(2)
HS (r, r′)φ2attr (∣r − r′∣) ∂n∂p dr′dr (8.11)
Inserting (8.11) and (8.9) into (8.6) gives the following equation for the Helmholtz free energy
F − FHS = 12x n(2)HS (r, r′) (φattr (∣r − r′∣) − 12φ2attr (∣r − r′∣) ∂n∂p )dr′dr +O (β2)
In the homogeneous case, the two particle distribution n(2)HS can be written in terms of the pair distribution
function gHS(r), which is often also referred to as radial distribution function. It is defined by
n
(2)
HS (r) = n2gHS(r). (8.12)
We then get
F − FHS = n22 x gHS (∣r − r′∣) (φattr (∣r − r′∣) − 12φ2attr (∣r − r′∣) ∂n∂p )dr′dr +O (β2)
This approximation is based on relation (8.10), which takes into account the pressure-derivative of the global
density. Including the local density at a certain distance from a given molecule into the pressure derivative leads
to an expansion using a "local compressibility" term ∂(n⋅gHS)
∂p
:
F − FHS = n22 x gHS (∣r − r′∣)φattr (∣r − r′∣) − 12φ2attr (∣r − r′∣) ∂ (n ⋅ gHS (∣r − r′∣))∂p dr′dr +O (β2)
Johannessen, Gross and Bedeaux [Johannessen 2008], extend this approach to inhomogeneous systems by
evaluating the pair distribution function at the average density n¯r,r′ ∶= 12 (n (r) + n (r′)):
F [n (r)] − FHS[n (r)] =12x n (r)n (r′) gHS (r, r′, n¯r,r′)φattr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr− 1
4
x
n (r)n (r′) ∂ (n¯r,r′ ⋅ gHS (r, r′, n¯r,r′))
∂p
φ2attr (∣r − r′∣)dr′dr +O (β2)
Remark that in this expansion, the second term on the right hand side does not involve many-body correlation
functions.
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(a) T = 0.40 (b) T = 0.40
(c) T = 0.70 (d) T = 0.70
(e) T = 0.90 (f) T = 0.90
(g) T = 1.003 (h) T = 1.003
Figure 8.2: Plots of the negative pressure (3.87) and its derivative as a function of the uniform density for different
temperatures.
